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1. Introduction

The reason why I choose this topic for my master thesis , first of all, is
because I am Macedonian and I have particular interest about the topic mentioned
above. Therefore, while writing this dissertation I did lot of research and reading
which helped me improve and widen my knowledge about my nation through history
as well as about national identity. Second, I think that most of the people do not know
lot about Macedonia and I hope that with this dissertation I will help future readers to
better understand basic elements of Macedonian Identity: Church, Language and
Nation. Another reason why I choose this topic is that I want to present Macedonian
Identity from my point of view, the way how I see it and how I was thought about,
because some reader might have come in contact with rather different interpretation
of the same topic in which the bare existence of Macedonian Identity thought history
and present is questioned. Furthermore even today we don’t have single, more
acceptable look toward ethnogenyses of Macedonian nation. Especially in the recent
years we see emergence of specific interest especially about this question and if judge
from different attitudes and from different media we are very far from constructing
unique overlook for the origins of Macedonian nation and even more for the historical
ethno-cultural development
My dissertation will be divided in eight chapters
F irst C h ap ter is called “Defining the nation”. As the name says this chapter
define the concept of nation, constitution of nations and national movements. Further
it also speak about political and modem societies as well as about ethnic communities
and societies and how nations and national societies were created and a brief
overview of a multinational relations.
Second C h ap ter is called “Reasons why Macedonia did not gain
independence”. In this chapter we will name and discusses the reasons why
Macedonia compared to other Balkan countries did not gain its independence till the
Bucharest peace agreement and afterwards. We will talk about the Ottoman rule in
Macedonia and how nationality that lived under Ottoman rule were divided,
especially those living on the territory of Macedonia and under which criteria we
4

divided .We will talk about the terror by the Turkish authorities over Macedonian
population. Further we will discus the role of big European countries and their
unwillingness to confront some of the independent Balkan countries. After this we
will say a word about the problem that Macedonia had with not having independent
Church and consequences of that as well as how Macedonian population was not able
to organize its immigration and communication with it to a level that other Balkan
counties were
T h ird C h ap ter is named “Bucharest peace agreement and Dividing o f
Macedonia 1913”. This chapter talks about one of the most unfortunate events from
Macedonia history Bucharest peace agreement by which Macedonian territory was
divided between Bulgaria Serbia and Greece. In this chapter we will write about the
borders of Macedonia before this peace agreement. Afterward we will discuss about
the period during and after the Balkan wars, who participated in them and among
whom they were fought as well as the unfulfilled promises, hopes and disappointment
that occur among Macedonian population after this peace agreement. In this chapter
will also be discussed beginnings of “Interior Macedonian Revolutionary
Organization - VM RO” and its importance and contribution in the Macedonian
struggle for independence as well as about the famous “Ilinden Uprising”. When it
started how long did it last by whom was it organized and who were its leaders
F o u rth C h ap ter talks about Macedonia in the period before and after World
War II. We will disuse about he denial of the existence of Macedonian population by
efforts of forceful elimination of any signs that proves separate Macedonian nation
and language. Further in this chapter we will talk about negative influence of
Bulgarian occupation in Macedonia between the two world wars about the forced
use of Bulgarian language in administration schools, the growing antagonism
between Bulgarian and Macedonia as well as the unfulfilled efforts of appending
Macedonia to Bulgaria. In this chapter we will discus about the Anti-fascistic
Committee o f National Liberation o f Macedonia- ASNOM and the forming of
independent state of Macedonia within the Yugoslav federation and say few words
about the Macedonian Communist party . In the end of this chapter we will talk about
the role that big European powers played in the issue concerning the independence of
Macedonia.
Fifth C h ap ter is called “Macedonian language” and as the name says

is

dedicated to Macedonian language. In this chapter we talk about the role of language
5

in building of nationality and linguistic nationalism, the evolution and development
of modem Macedonian language as well as about the Macedonian language in 20th
century. We will further expand our argument on presenting the official attitude of the
Greek government toward the Macedonian language and Macedonian national
question and their terror over the Macedonian population in Aegean part of
Macedonia together with the efforts of destroying of any written proves of the
existence of Macedonian population. In this chapter we will also talk about the
Bulgarian attitude toward the Macedonian language and their claims that Macedonian
language is indeed dialect of Bulgarian language. We will also talk about the origins
of brothers Cyril and Methody. After this we will say a few words about the first
written works in Macedonian language as well as about the work of, in the area of
literacy ,of some important Macedonian writers and contributors to the development
of modem Macedonian language such as Grigor Prlicev, Krste Petkov Misirkov and
Miladinovci brothers, Konstantin and Dimitar. In the end of this chapter will talk
about the Macedonian language in XX century, standard Macedonian language and its
final codification after World War II.
Sixth C h ap ter is dedicated to “Makedonska Pravoslavna Crkva” MPC
(Macedonian Orthodox Church) and her role in the development of Macedonian
national identity. It will discuss the period of the beginning of Orthodox era in
Macedonia namely about the sacred organization, called Iustinianus Primus .
Afterward, we will talk about the most important center of the orthodox national
culture Ohrid, with its famous Ohrid archbishopric and how it ceased to exist with the
efforts of the Greek Orthodox Church. Further we will expand our argument on
explaining the consequences that Macedonian population faced with not having own
independent church. In this chapter we will as well talk about the Sultan’s decree
from 1870 and how costly it was for the Macedonian struggle for independence . In
the end of this chapter we will talk about the current position of MPC as well as
about the conflict between MPC and other Orthodox churches especially with the
Serbian Orthodox Church

Seventh C h ap ter its named “Macedonian Question” on international level”.
This chapter will discuss the Macedonian national question present in many parts of
the world and not only in Balkans. This chapter will be particularly dedicated to the
6

global cultural war between Greeks and Macedonians .This “fight” includes the
communities of Greeks and Macedonians in Europe, United States, Canada and
Australia. Speaking about the Macedonians and Greeks in United States we will talk
about “Macedonian Patriotic Organization” , when it was formed what are their
activities and importance as well as about the Greek and Macedonian lobby in this
part of the world together with the demonstrations that were organized by both sides.
Further we will discuss about the Macedonians and Greeks in Australia. It will have
similar constriction as the part of this chapter talking about Macedonians and Greeks
in United states. We will see that the situation its a bit different because Greeks in
Australia have a greater influence especially in the political circles. In the end of the
chapter we will say a few words about one for Macedonian painful event from the
recent history, the issue with the National flag.

Eighth C h ap ter which is the last chapter of my dissertation, talks about
Macedonia since her independence in 1992 until today. It gives basic information
about the territory of Republic of Macedonia, her size, ethnic nationalities that live in
Macedonia and their percentage as well as about the political parties national
resources and economy. It also mention the name of the more important cites in
Macedonia, average monthly payment and the geostratigical importance of the
position of the country as well as about the reforms and trading connections with
other counties from the world.

7

2. Defining the Nation-Identity and Nation
National Identity of each society is consisted of :
•

National wealth

•

Intellectual or Cultural-Spiritual wealth and

•

Material wealth

National wealth- is represented by: mutual solidarity, unity of the citizens for the
important values of life together, loyalty towards own state and feeling of belongs to a
certain population.

Intellectual or Cultural-Spiritual wealth - is represented by: universities,
libraries(state libraries and church libraries), books, printed works, newspapers,
various documents and etc..

Material wealth- is represented by valuable things such as gold, silver, subjects
from art as well as properties and possessions owned by state and families that lived
or live on certain territory with natural treasures1
Further in encyclopedia Britannica nation is defined as:
“People whose common identity creates a psychological bond and a political
community. Their political identity usually comprises such characteristics as a
common language, culture, ethnicity, and history. “2

Another definition for nation can be obtained from Sir Travers Twiss book “The Law
of Nations Considered as Independent Political Communities” which says:

1 Jordan Jordanov: “M acedonia: roots and arguments", RI -Grafika- Skopje, 2008 page 23-27

2 From

••

the editors o f the Encyclopedia Britannica-revised and expand edition, “B ritannica Concise

E n cyclopedia ”-London 2006, page 1330
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"A race o f men ... an aggregate body o f persons, exceeding a single family,
who are connected by the ties o f a common lineage and perhaps by a common
language .... a society o f persons occupying a common territory and united under a
common government."3
Consequently, from the definitions mentioned above we can conclude that
each men or woman belongs to one of 7000-10000 nations that exist today in the
world. To which nation will each individual belong depends of the basic
characteristics of that particular nation such as language and culture.
Opposite to this, the idea of the man without nation it seems more difficult to
think4.
Samiso, the Frenchman who emigrate in Germany in the period of the
Napoleon, has written powerful (before Kafka) novel about one man that lost his
shadow. Great part of this novel is dedicated to hoist the moral ambiguity, its obvious
that the author wanted to say that a man without shadow is a man without nation.
Actually, the nations as well as the states do not exist forever and not in all
conditions. And above of it there are not coincidences. Nationalism means that they
were meant for each other and one without another can’t exist. But before that, they
have to appear, and this appearance was independent and coincident.
The state appears without help of the nation. Some nations appear without
help of their own state.
Next two definitions presented in the text that follows will help us to further
precise this concept.
1 . Two man belong to the same nation only if they share same history, or
system of ideas, signs, associations and way of behavior and communication and
2. Two men belong to the same nation only if they recognize one each other
as subjects of the same nation.5
Nation is outcome of the human beliefs, loyalty and solidarity. One group of
people become nation if and when the members of the category will clearly admit that
they have mutual certain rights and duties on the base of their common membership.

3 http://www.duhaime.org/LegalDictionary/N/Nation.aspx

4 Ernst Gelner, Nations and nationalism, page 12, Kultura, Skopje, 2001
5 Ernst Gelner, Nations and nationalism, page 14, Kultura, Skopje, 2001
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Their common recognition transforms them into nation. Each of these definitions,
have their own values.
Most of the states now days in Europe are formed during after revolution in
1789. Timely there are 5 distinctive periods of constitution of the states. The first one
began in 1840 until 1880, the second is between the 1880 and World War I, the third
is from 1918 -1945, the next is from 1945 till 1989, and the last one that is still
ongoing is from 1989.
For all processes characteristic is political instability as a result of reallocation
of social power and political authority between separate ethnic associations or other
groups in the society.
In some part of the nation constitution process was formed by the language,
cultural, religious and other ethnic factors and in other periods those were
international relations, allocation of the authority between the elites, relations between
the classes and other political factors.6

3.

Reasons why Macedonia did not gain

Independence

During the Ottoman empire in Macedonia, from 14th century till 1913 year,
people that lived on the territory Macedonia were consisted of lots different ethnical,
linguistic and religious groups. There were Slavs and Greeks - orthodox, Turks and
Albanians - Muslims, Jews and Gypsies. In the end of 18th and beginning of 19th
century people in Macedonia from different nationalistic perspectives, more and more
7 8

were defined as Greeks, Serbians, Albanians or Turks. ,

6 Ilo Trajkovski, Constitution o f the nations and national states, page 364, Sociology, Student word,
1998
7 British documents for history o f Macedonian nation” under redaction o f Hristo Andonov Poljanski,
Second edition period 1840-1856 Macedonian Archive 1977.god page 53-57
8 Viktor Rudometof:

“M acedonian

Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003

page 3-5
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Turkish authorities divided the population in the Empire in administrative
zones or millets, more based on the religion bases than on the linguistic, ethnical or
national identity. And so, Macedonians who spoke Slavonic language and visited
Bulgarian church were called Bulgarians, and their relatives who visited Greek
Church were called Greeks. Further because Turks, according to their law did not
recognize nations but only religions and because in 1870 Bulgarian Exarches was
formed as church of Orthodox Slavic in the Empire , wish of Macedonian people for
reviving of ceased in 1767 Ohrid Archiepiscopacy could not be fulfilled. Sultan
could not allow two Slavic Orthodox Churches in his own Empire9, 10
Therefore Macedonian people were obligated under sultan’s decree to declare
by referendum either to stay under Greek or to be under new Bulgarian church.
Because Bulgarian Exarches

as Slavic Orthodox church, as alternative was more

acceptable then Greek one, Macedonians mainly joined Bulgarian church. 11
Consequently with this they for Turkish official administration automatically
became “ Bulgar-millet”, where were presented as Bulgarians not only in Turkish
books of lists of population and Turkish state authorities but as well in front of other
countries. In Eparchy of Bulgarian Exarchate , were opened Bulgarian churches and
schools in which Bulgarian language was introduced together with Bulgarian school
books. As well Bulgarian teachers were brought, who

taught Bulgarian national

education to Macedonian pupils. All of this did not leave without answer the rest of
the pretenders , and were developed strong Greek, Serbian and Roman

church-

school(actually national-political) propagandas in Macedonia with pretension to get
control over whole or part of it.12
Another reason why Macedonia latest from all Balkan countries got the
independence, its because big powers were on side of already independent Balkan
monarchies and Turkey itself and (after differentiation and development of national

9 Jordan Jordanov: “M acedonia: roots and argum ents”, RI -Grafika- Skopje, 2008 page 37-42
10 Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 15

11 Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 38
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Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 38-41
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propagandas in Macedonia) they did not want to confront them, and because of that
not a single big state supported officially Macedonian liberation movement.13
Further, Macedonian national name, officially still unrecognized as state and
fearlessly sought after by already incorporated propagandas, it was hardly noticed in
public, although it had deep millennium long

roots and live traditions in the

population. Instead of it people were increasingly named according to church that
they belong and under education that they got in schools.14
Another reason is that because in Macedonia separate Macedonian church did
not exist and therefore in Turkey Macedonian schools could not exist as well as
recognized Macedonian literature language although in the XIX century and first half
of XX century emerged relatively rich literature fond of Macedonian language. Those
who wanted to get any kind of education had to join one of two officially recognized
(Bulgarian and Greek) church schools.
Under the Bucharest and especially Versailles peace agreement already
divided Macedonia population did not have and could not expect any support from
European states that where in same time signers of these international acts. On the
other side Macedonian minorities as such could not be formally and legally
recognized because internationally recognized state of Macedonian people did not
existed.15
However before the beginning of 19th century people that lived in different
countries were differing between them selves territorially and culturally, but had no
connection with each other on national level. All of them were part of Turkish
Empire. Serbia was the first state that accomplished it’s independence in 1817 year,
and Greece soon after in 1830. After national uprisings in Macedonia and Bulgaria,
the big European forces started their active interventions in the Balkan. After RussianTurkish war in 1877-1878 year Turks were forced to allow certain form of autonomy
for the Bulgarians. 16,17

13 Jordan Jordanov: “M acedonia: roots and argum ents”, RI -Grafika- Skopje, 2008 page 79-81
14 N ovica Veljanovski: “M acedonia and the Balkan”, SAK -Stil-Skopje ,2007 page 85
15 Blaze Ristovski : ’’Centuries o f M acedonian se n se ”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 80-83
16 Aleksandar Stojanovski “"History o f Macedonian nation-Macedonia under Turkish Occupation from
XIV till XVIII century", Institute for national history, Skopje 1998 page 250-254
17 “ British documents for history o f Macedonian nation” under redaction o f Hristo Andonov
Poljanski,First edition period 1797-1839 Macedonian archive Skopje 1968.god page 50-54
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Geopolitical position of Macedonia in Ottoman Empire did not allow contact
with already liberated and state constituted national communities. This fact highly
reduced possibility of transfer of ideas and organized communication with own
emigration which consequently did not allow organizing of movements that will have
free and state organized actions. Also during the Ottoman rule it never happened some
foreign army to conquer Macedonian soil and with that at least for a short period of
time, Ottoman rule in Macedonia to be replaced by some Christian rule and therefore
it was never created a type of nationally awaken and politically active emigration (like
for example Serbian or Bulgarian) in order to form own developed centers

in

neighboring countries that would organized national liberating movement.18, 19

However national awareness and desire for freedom was already present
among the people who lived on territory of Macedonia and people started organizing
them selves in movements and organizations with final goal -free and independent
Macedonia(one of these movements its VMRO- Interior Macedonian Revolutionary
Organization. About this organization we will talk later in continuing chapter) 20
On the other side Ottoman Empire was aware of Macedonian liberating
activities and ideology and as a result of that reacted with counter measurements in a
form of
propagandas

terror over Macedonian people( tortures, killing, imprisonments),
,

destroying

Macedonian

markets(not

allowing

development), assimilation of Macedonians Orthodox believers

economical
into Muslim

believers and even name Macedonia was forbidden by the Ottoman administration
because of it’s national connotation

18

Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Question ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 150-152

19 N ovica Veljanovski: “M acedonia and the Balkan”, SAK -Stil-Skopje ,2007 page 97-98
20 KlimentDzambazovski “Elements for history o f Macedonian nation(1820-1848)”-First edition
book 1 Macedonian archive 1978 page 150-158
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Ottoman terror in Macedonia

However Ottomans by far did not reached desired results. Assimilation
propaganda didn’t spread so deep, and new wave of Macedonian intelligence emerged
connected to the Macedonian fight for independence. Some of them such as Grigor
Prlicev and Krste Petkov Misirkov, gave great contribution for Macedonian freedom
today.
We should understand that according to the conditions in the agreement from
Bucharest in 1913 year, the territory of Serbia, Greece and Bulgaria were significant
magnified.

22

21 http://www.gjokomk.com/history/index.php?entry=entry070902-002823
22 Aleksandar Stojanovski “"History o f Macedonian nation-Macedonia under Turkish Occupation from
XIV till XVIII century", Institute for national history, Skopje 1998 page 271-273
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4.

Bucharest peace agreement and Dividing of

Macedonia 1913

ra and Pronor

M ä id

Prespa ^
and
Goto d f ü Q
Macedonia
u n d iv id e d
Macedonia Before the Peace agreement Bucharest 1913

Historical name, national name of the state Macedonia is based on these
arguments:
Territory in the central part of Balkan Peninsula, marked on the North with “Shar
Planina(Shar Mountain),Skopska Crna Gora,Ruen, Kozjak, German Planina(German
Mountain),Osogovski Planini(Osogovo Mountains), and mountain Rila; on East with
Rodopian Mountains; on South with Aegean Sea, mountain Olimp and Pind and on
West with Mokra Gora mountain Jablanica and Korab is used for centuries and its
named Macedonia. This kind of geopolitical position of Macedonia was always of
great interest for the neighboring countries such as Serbia, Bulgaria and Greece. This
interest increased especially in the beginning of XX century when the power of

15

Ottoman Empire was remarkably reduced( Turkey in this period was know as
“Sickman from Bosporus”).This was time when it were created conditions when
Balkan countries Serbia, Bulgaria and Greece could declare war to Turkey.
On 18th of October 1912 Balkan allied countries Serbia Bulgaria and Greece
declared war to Turkey. According to the agreements made between, to this alliance
later joined Monte Negro who has previously already fought against Ottomans.
Military success of allied countries was great and forced Turkey to ask for peace
agreement. Even during the retreat of Turkish army from territory of Macedonia,
Serbian, Bulgarian and Greek military authorities start forming temporary militarypolice establishments on the territories occupied by their armies24
In their effort for controlling of as big as possible part of territory in number of
Macedonian cities and villages was established joined authority of Serbian, Bulgarian
and Greek military forces.
Thus for example Gevgelija was occupied by all three military forces,
Strumica and Stip were under Serbian and Bulgarian

military forces

and

Thessalonica with dozens of villages around as well as Kukus and Orfan Bay was
occupied by Greek and Bulgarian military forces.25
As said before Turkey was forced to ask for peace agreement. This resulted
with singing of Bucharest peace agreement from 10th of August 1913. With this peace
agreement and in same time end of Balkan wars Macedonia was divided on three
parts and were made corrections of the borders with Bulgarian, Serbian, Greek and
Albanian state.
While making this demarcation of the borders economical, political national
and other special elements from the territories on which this demarcation was made
were not taken under consideration. This had especially strong effect on the
population that was living around these new border areas.

9

With Bucharest Peace agreement between countries that took part in war, was
made the final dividing of Macedonian territory and population that lived on that

23 Jordan Jordanov: “M acedonia: roots and argum ents”, RI -Grafika- Skopje, 2008 page page 23
24 Jordan Jordanov: “M acedonia: roots and argum ents”, RI -Grafika- Skopje, 2008 page 112-114
25

Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 159

26 Blaze Ristovski : ”Centuries o f M acedonian sen se”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 93-95
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territory, between Greece Serbia and Bulgaria.. With this dividing it was made great
historical unjust to the people who populated this territory-to the Macedonian people.
If Macedonia was separate state it could easily formed federative alliance and
with that would be created federation of Balkan states.

Macedonians who fought

against Turks on the side of Serbian, Greek and Bulgarian forces with ideas of
independence for their own country were greatly disappointed.27
Cupovski, (famous Macedonian patriot), wrote requests for international help
for Macedonians in 1913th year, at the end of the Balkan wars. This document, named
“Macedonia and M acedonians” was presented by the Macedonian colony in Sankt
Petersburg, on the European forces conference in London 1913th year.
He as well called for international intervention, especially Russian. This
document called “Historian Truth” was published by the magazine “Macedonian
Review”, and it is one of most important document of this kind published by eminent
Macedonian persons in the period 1896-1930.28

4.1.

Interior Macedonian Revolutionary

Organization -

VMRO

Writing about Macedonia and Macedonian identity will not be complete if we
do not write about one of most important organization that played very important role
in liberation and independence struggle of Macedonian nation. Name of this
organization is “Interior Macedonian Revolutionary Organization-VMRO”
Probably the creation of revolutionary party in 1893 is the clearest indication
for distinguished Macedonian identity and the efforts for its consolidation. Two
Macedonian teachers Goce Delcev and Damjan Gruev, are responsible for creating
secret organization in Thessaloniki, which later become known as Interior
Macedonian Revolutionary Organization.
This group started program for education of Macedonians about the values of
autonomy and in same time started systematic campaign of terror against Turks. Still
we don’t have the exact date of their first meeting. Some authors think that

“7 Blaze R isto v sk i: "Centuries o f M acedonian se n se ”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 97
8 Blaze R isto v sk i: ”Centuries o f M acedonian se n se ”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 100
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Macedonian Revolutionary Organization started to exist formally after the meeting in
the home of Ivan Hadzi Nikolov, on November 3rd 1893 year. In the memoirs of the
first chairman of the organization Dr. Tatarcev, it’s written that in the group were
Gruev, Petar Arsov, Ivan Hadzi Nikolov, Andon Dimitrov and Hristo Bastandziev.
29 30

They exchanged ideas about future political activity and discussed how to
attract more people to join the for achieving the same goal-independent Macedonia. In
the beginning of 1894 year, revolutionists meet at Adnon Dimitrov place and decided
to form revolutionary organization. As example, they used memoirs of Zaharij
Stojanov as a start model. In the next meetings they adopted the constitution and
created first Central Committee, with Tatarcev as president and Damjan Gruev
secretary. Gruev in his memoirs wrote that Constitution was based on the provisions
Berlin agreement according to which Macedonian people get a certain autonomy. 31
According to Tatatcev the goals of the organization were autonomy for
Macedonia, but not integrated with Bulgaria. They thought that autonomous
Macedonia will be main place for the future federation on the Balkan. Under
leadership of Goce Delcev (1871-1903), organization presented the sentence:
“Macedonia to the Macedonians”. Word Macedonians corresponds to the whole
'J'J

'i'i

population that lived on that territory. , ,It is important to mention that in the
constitution of the organization was written that member can be every Bulgarian.
But the usage of the label Bulgarian shouldn’t be taken according the modem
connotation. I say this because obviously some of the conspirators were bom in
Macedonia, had Macedonian parents, and were speaking about Macedonia to the
Macedonians. Some of them had some sympathies toward Bulgaria where most of
them gain their education, and if they ever visited Bulgarian church were labeled as
Bulgarians(as mentioned in the previous chapter).34

29 Dimo Hadji D im ov “Macedonian Question”, Strk Skopje 2002 page 163-168
30 Vance Stojcev “Military history o f Macedonia” Skopje 2004 page 269-272
31 Dzon Shej, “M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002 page 178- 180
32 Dimo Hadji D im ov “Macedonian Question”, Strk Skopje 2002 page 168-170
33 Aleksandar Stojanovski “"History o f M acedonian nation-Macedonia under Turkish Occupation from
XIV till XVIII century", Institute for national history, Skopje 1998 page 290-297
34 Vance Stojcev “Military history o f Macedonia” Skopje 2004 page 272-278
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Even from the beginning in the organization there was a division, promoted by
the Bulgarian government with the goal to put Macedonia under control. One
Bulgarian group, formally established as “Overload Macedonian Odrin Committee”
used the sympathies of the Bulgarian government and infiltrated in the revolutionary
organization, creating effects that were sometimes destructive for Macedonian cause.
In the same time Serbia, Greece and Romania were sponsors of some guerilla groups
whose goal was to stand against Bulgarian influence.
In 1902 VMRO was divided in two fractions. Right oriented who wanted to
unite with independent Bulgaria, and the left oriented one, who wanted autonomy for
Macedonia in frame of Balkan federation. The original creators of VMRO wanted to
see Macedonia as independent country.35
However being afraid of the success of the left wing, the right wing was
making efforts to increased the terror from Turkish authorities in Macedonian
villages. With this they wanted to raise the need on Bulgarian intervention to help
Macedonian people. Perhaps this was one of the main reasons for earlier start of one
of the most famous and important Macedonian Uprisings. With more then 30000
armed people in Macedonia, VMRO started the Ilinden upraising.

36

4.2 Ilinden Uprising

This most celebrated uprising in Macedonia happened in August 1903 year
and was internationally approved. In the beginning of 1903 year there was a secret
congress, on which the right oriented agents in VMRO convinced the delegates that
there is need for uprising in region around Bitola in the summer.

37

On 2nd of August, Ilinden upraising begun. There were only 30000
revolutionists. For ten days revolutionists liberate small territory around Krusevo,
where they established democratic commune Krusevo Republic. The uprising in

35 Dimo Hadji D im ov “Macedonian Question”, Strk Skopje 2002 page 175-178
36 Aleksandar Stojanovski “"History o f Macedonian nation-Macedonia under Turkish Occupation from
XIV till XVIII century", Institute for national history, Skopje 1998 page 302-307
37 Dimo Hadji Dim ov “Macedonian Question”, Strk Skopje 2002 page 237-242
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Macedonia lasted for two months before being bloody quashed by the numerous
Turkish army. After the failure of Ilinden upraising right fraction took over almost the
whole control in V M R O .38
Macedonian uprising got very big international support in the press. However
lot of Macedonians, after this emigrated in Bulgaria, Serbia or USA.
From this period came lots of figures that today Macedonians are referring to
as revolutionists who fought bravely for Macedonian cause and some of the most
important persons from Macedonian history. Their names are mentioned in nowadays
national anthem of Republic of Macedonia.
One of the most important figures is Goce Delcev, bom 105 years ago, in
Western Macedonia, today Aegean Macedonia. He was teacher and gave a big
contribution in building governments in shadow, schools and other institutions in the
mountain district known before World War II as Nevrokop,

situated near today’s

border with Bulgaria. Even though he was killed before the beginning of Ilinden
upraising, his acts and deeds provided him great long-lasting respect among
Macedonians.'39

Goce Delcev

38 Blaze Ristovski : ’’Centuries o f M acedonian se n se ”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 303
39 Dimo Hadji D im ov “Macedonian Question”, Strk Skopje 2002 page 175-184
40 http://www.enterobuka.com.mk/doneskip/goce_delcev.htm
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Delcev during his time as revolutionist visited lots of places while forming
the local comities, and believed that the people should be educated, and read
literature. His curers were carrying not only letters, but also papers and books. Goce
Delcev, traveled through whole Macedonia to fulfill his people with passion for
freedom. His great spirit was everywhere in his high goals. He was noble person,
whose words were always followed by his brave acts. .4I,42
Another important person in Macedonia was Dame Gruev.. He was main
master for keeping the high revolutionary spirit. After Ilinden upraising he was forced
to hide in Sofia, Bulgaria. On 23rd April he with his crew trespassed the border with
Macedonia and came back to its territory. Then they were betrayed to the Turks. As
they were arriving to the village Rajceni the village was surrounded with Turkish
army. During the bloody battle, 18 members revolutionists were killed and among
them Nikola Karev elected for first President of the Krusevo Republic, the first
Republic on the Balkan43,44

D am e G ru ev

N ikola K a re v president of the Krushevo
Republic

41 Dzon Shej, “M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002, page 185-188
42

Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 212

43 http://members.tripod.com/~dimobetchev/dame4.html
44 http://members.tripod.com/~dimobetchev/dame3.html
45 http://www.gjokomk.com/history/index.php?entry=entry070902-002823
46 http://www.balkanalysis.com/2004/04/15/macedonia-and-the-first-balkan-war-part-l/
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5. Macedonia before and after World War II

Until the beginning of World War II official position of Yugoslavian state was
that Slavic from Macedonia are not constituted as different ethnic and national group,
but that they represent South Serbians. This denial of the Macedonian ethnicity was
present in all states, that were included in the separation of the Macedonia in 1913;
Serbia, Greece, Bulgaria and Albania,. 47
In all of these states misunderstandings were eliminated by victimization,
destruction and torture of

Macedonian autonomists. Occupants were trying to

eliminate all signs of the differences of Macedonian culture and language. This kind
of attitude was present especially in Aegean Macedonia.

48

We already talked in previous chapters that the intent of the founders of
VMRO was to create independent state, separated from Bulgaria and without Turkish
control. When the question about the language will be discussed in more details it will
become obvious that in the time of the forming of this revolutionary movement there
were voices which were

pointing out the importance and advantages of separate

Macedonian language. It is quite probable that printed intellectual arguments in favor
of these ideas were known to followers of VMRO.
But beside all of this still, some sympathies for Bulgaria were present. These
sympathies were under negative influence of Bulgarian occupation in Macedonia
between the two world wars. Bulgarian police which had control over Macedonian
territory was seen as occupant. The forced use of Bulgarian language in official
documents, schools as well as renaming and giving Bulgarian form to the personal
names and families were hated same as the Serbian methods of assimilation before.4
Characteristic for the period before and during World War II was growing of
antagonism between Bulgarians and Macedonians. Very often Bulgarian police was
47
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49 N ovica Veljanovski: “M acedonia and the Balkan", SAK -Stil-Skopje ,2007 page 243-244
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the one which, in search of information arrested and tortured wives and families of
Macedonian partisans who were fighting against Bulgarian and German forces.
Strong resistance and well organized Macedonian partisans were the main factors for
the final determination of Bulgaria as external enemy and not frien d .50,51
At the end of Second World W ar personal efforts of Bulgarians finally
destroyed their plans for appending of Macedonia to Bulgaria. During this period,
fulfilled with socialistic ideology, Bulgarian socialist party officially recognized
national aspirations of Macedonians and their special right for separate language and
political independence.
Bulgarians shortly after this came back to their previous attitude. However this
short period of Bulgarian support, came in very important time for the Macedonian
liberation struggle , to whom for the first time in last hundred years was given
independence this time in the framework of Yugoslavian federation.53
In this period Slavonic citizens of Macedonia came to the point of their
national development where it was not possible anymore to identify them self either
as Bulgarians or Serbians.54
In the time of World War II Germany and its allies occupied Yugoslavia and
divided it among themselves. As mentioned before Bulgarian forces took over huge
part of Macedonia. Therefore in Macedonia was formed independent movement that
will help the struggle against Bulgarian occupant.
Anti-fascistic Committee o f National Liberation o f Macedonia- ASNOM in
August 1944 while allies were cooperating

with different Yugoslavian leaders,

formed independent state called Republic of Macedonia.
In 1945 was Yugoslavian government was formed with Tito for prime
minister and different parts of Yugoslavia including Macedonia were joined into one
state. Government of Tito was the first who recognized Macedonians as separate
ethnic and political entity. W ith recognizing of Federal National Republic of

50 Jordan Jordanov: “M acedonia: roots and argum ents”, RI -Grafika- Skopje, 2008 page 157-159
Violeta Ackoska & Nikola Zezov: "Repression and those who are repressed in new est M acedonian
h isto ry” ,Makavej- Skopje 2005 page 29-30

52 Blaze R isto v sk i: ’’Centuries o f M acedonian se n se ”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 307
53 Violeta Ackoska & Nikola Zezov: “Repression and those who are repressed in new est M acedonian
h istory” ,Makavej- Skopje 2005 page 33-34
54 N ovica Veljanovski: “M acedonia and the Balkan”, SAK -Stil-Skopje ,2007 page 257
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Yugoslavia in 1946, Macedonia officially became one of the six state constituting
Yugoslavia. This new Yugoslavia was the first country in which framework
Macedonians were separate entity with own state.55
With the support of central Government, Macedonians had the possibility
again to form their own independent Orthodox church and Macedonian standard
language was officially recognized. In year 1945 Macedonian language was
internationally recognized as literature linguistic language.56
Political motivation for recognizing of National Republic of Macedonia by
Tito and Communist party of Yugoslavia undoubtly was highly pragmatic because
Macedonian national awareness proved to be powerful force that could hardly be
crushed.57
Increased progressive politics of Yugoslav Communist party before World
War II resulted with strengthening of Macedonian Communist Party. However anti
fascistic union was not established as communist organization. Macedonian uprising
against

fascistic occupation forces

started on 11th of October 1941, when first

partisan troops started their attacks in Prilep and Kumanovo. Anti-fascistic Council
for liberation of Macedonia conducted first meeting on second of August 1942.
However, forming of Macedonian Communist Party did not happen until 1943.58,59
First meeting of Central Committee, approved , the uniting of Macedonian
Communist Party with the revolutionary politic of Yugoslavian Communist Party.
Goals of Macedonian Communist Party were defeat of fascism in Macedonia,
Macedonian national and social revolution and forming of Macedonian Federative
state in frame of Yugoslavian Federation. Their ideals and goals during that period
were necessary for the perception of the demands of Macedonian people for
Macedonian liberation.60,61

55 Jordan Jordanov: “M acedonia: w o ts and argum ents”, RI -Grafika- Skopje, 2008 page 175-179
56 Risto Kirjazovski: “M acedonians and KPY(com m unist p arty o f Yugoslavia) relation with KPG
(Communist Party o f G ree ce )”, Kultura-Skopje, 1995 page 79
57 Risto Kirjazovski: “M acedonians and KPY(com m unist p a rty o f Yugoslavia) relation with KPG
(Communist P arty o f G re e c e )”, Kultura-Skopje, 1995 page 80

58 Jordan Jordanov: “M acedonia: roots and argum ents”, RI -Grafika- Skopje, 2008 page 193-197
59 Risto Kirjazovski: “M acedonians and KPY(comm unist p a rty o f Yugoslavia) relation with KPG
(Communist P arty o f G ree ce )”, Kultura-Skopje, 1995 page 85
60 Jordan Jordanov: “M acedonia: roots and argum ents”, RI -Grafika- Skopje, 2008 page 199
61 Risto Kirjazovski: “M acedonians and KPY(comm unist p a rty o f Yugoslavia) relation with KPG
(Communist Party o f G ree ce )”, Kultura-Skopje, 1995 page 90-91
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This kind of history and huge number on Macedonian liberation fighters was
one of the main reason why Tito included Macedonia into Yugoslav federation.
Recognizing of Macedonia as well helped to deligitimized both Bulgarian and Serbian
claims for this particular territory.
In may 1995 Macedonian delegation lead by the president of Macedonia Kiro
Gligorov took part in the celebration in Moscow, London and Paris organized in order
to mark the fifty anniversary of the end of World W ar II and victory over fascism in
Europe. During that manifestation President Gligorov pointed out that during World
War II Macedonia had army of 100000.24000 of them gave their lives during this
war. Not a single alliance soldier died on Macedonian territory which proves that we
liberated ourselves. As a conclusion president Gligorov said that

joining

of

Macedonia as equal participant in the combat against fascism counter the claims that
Macedonia is Tito's creation 62
Enrolment of Macedonia to the family of countries that fought against fascism
indicates that the Macedonian struggle was not coincidental and that emerged as
continuation of other struggles for liberation in the past carried out in Macedonia.
Other opinion connected with this period of time its more critical towards the
role of communists in achieving Macedonian independence and it supports the idea
that the reason why Tito allowed autonomy to the Macedonian people was in order to
be able to control to some point aspirations that Macedonians had as part of
Yugoslavian federation.

Another opinion is that Macedonian people joined

communist partisan forces mainly because they were forced to believe that one of the
goals of this war was Macedonian independence.63
During the war Communist party supported ideas and goals of VMRO and
declared them as own ideals. However suddenly after joining of Macedonian
Communist party to the Yugoslav Communist party, it changed the attitude towards
VMRO. This was as a consequence of following of the directives given to
Macedonian Communist party from officials from Belgrade. All supporters of
Macedonian independence were named as “pro-Bulgarian enemies of the federation”.
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All those people who declared ideas for independence were imprisoned. This kind of
attitude lasted as long as Yugoslavia.64
Whole territory of Macedonia till the end of World W ar II was under control
of neighboring countries. Macedonian national interest could not be promoted in a
way that other Balkan states manifested their pretension toward its territory first of all
because of different interests of Great Britain and USSR. Here we have to add that it
was also because of same interests of USA and Great Britain towards the Macedonian
question. For Macedonian question specially limiting fact was that Greece

from

being under protection of Great Britain went under protection of USA.
Here we also need to mention the traditionally good Greek- Serbian relations
and traditionally bad Serbian- Bulgarian relations common for New or Tito's
Yugoslavia.65
With the dissolution of Yugoslavia arrived new conditions. Previous
international law acts and agreements are not longer in force and new are not yet
signed because in that time(after dissolution of Yugoslavia) existed only one big
power-USA
British interest for the destiny of Macedonia such as toward the question for
dividing, autonomy and reuniting of Macedonia before and after World War I, as well
as towards the question for independent Macedonia in the time of World War II, and
after gaining the independence came out from the need to maintain its own interests
on the Balkans

and obstructing Macedonian exit on Aegean Sea(and with that

obstructing Russian influence) and from the possibility of endangering

its own

interests previously in Turkey and after in Greece.66
That means that the interests of the big powers for the events and influence on
the Balkans remained same like they were on the Congress in Berlin, Versailles in
Paris and Yalta and are present until today.
Great Britain (concerning the Macedonian question), because of its own
interest influenced historical development, influenced the name as well as overall
territorial existence of Macedonia. In geopolitics Great Britain always had one of the

64 Risto Kirjazovski: “M acedonians an d KPY(comm unist p arty o f Yugoslavia) relation with KPG
(Communist P arty o f G ree ce )”, Kultura-Skopje, 1995 page 107
65 Blaze Ristovski : "Centuries o f M acedonian se n se”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 433-435
66 Blaze Ristovski : ”Centuries o f M acedonian se n se”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 439
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primary role in resoling “The Macedonian question”, and it still has today with Greek
unrecognizing of Macedonian national name. 67

6. Macedonian language

National and public education is complex problematic that has special place
and role in educational process of generations among people without own longer and
continuous scientific and historical tradition as well as national educational history.
In the half century old free development of Macedonian

scientific

thought(independent from certain obstructing factors in time and circumstances

)

were made solid bases for examination of general lines and directions of development
of Macedonian language through history.
Official Greek attitude is that Macedonian language does not exist and that has
never existed in the past. Greeks believe that Macedonian language was created in
1944 in the same time when Tito created Macedonian nation. They as well are
claming that the Slavic language that is spoken by the Skopjanians is not Macedonian
language but some other form of Slavic language-Skopjanian language68
It is important to mention that after 1913 all Slavic first names and toponyms
were Hellenized and all proofs for the existence of Slavic literature were destroyed.
Under the pressure of the “League o f Nations “to accomplish the legal obligation
towards minority ethnics groups after Balkan wars, Greece immediately adopted more
tolerant politics and published Macedonian alphabet in order to be used in schools,
but with no realization. In the time during the totalitarian regime of the Joanis
Metaksas usage of Slavic dialect was strictly forbidden even at homes, using violence
and torture towards offenders of these rules.69,70

67 Blaze Ristovski : ’’Centuries o f M acedonian se n se”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 441
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Greek government constantly denies the existence of Macedonian nation and
Macedonian minority in North Greece and adopts the politics of violent assimilation
towards people that speak Slavic language in Greek Macedonia
In the official Greek documents, referring to the Macedonian language,
Macedonian language is described as linguistic idiom of Skopje, as corrupted, but
improved version of Bulgarian language. Speaking about Bulgaria and its official
attitude towards Macedonian language, we can see certain similarities between Greek
and Bulgarian attitudes in a sense that Bulgarian official attitude is that Macedonian
language is just dialect of the Bulgarian language.71
Already more then century and a half Bulgarian science and politics with
unproved and unelaborated argumentation claims that Macedonians were part of
Bulgarians and that Macedonian language was Bulgarian. Indeed almost whole
available documentation shows presence of Bulgarian markings on territory of
Macedonia through history.72
However we have to bare in mind the fact that the territory of nowadays
Macedonia in the period of time longer then three centuries
numerous and different Slavic tribes that mixed

was populated by

mainly with the complex ethno

cultural part that at that time was know as East-Romans Empire after Rumelija and
after Byzantine. In the same time Bulgaria was populated by seven different Slavic
tribes. 73
And for almost whole three centuries ethno culturally different nations that
lived in Bulgaria and Macedonia lived and developed without significant interaction
and influence. Even more there was a high level of antagonism between these two
territories. While in Bulgaria was creating proto-Bulgarian Slavic population in
Macedonia was creating one more Christianic- Slavic-Macedonian ethno cultural
subject.74
Further, Bulgarian officials claim that Cyril and Methody were “Bulgarian
enlightens ”, but they not only didn’t even step in Bulgarian soil even more Methody

71 Hans-Lotar Stepan, “Macedonian Knot”-Identity o f Macedonians shown through the example o f
Balkan Federation”, Az-buki Skopje 2005 page 51-53
72 Haralampie Polenakovik: “In dawn o f Slavic lite ra c y ”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2000 page 15-18

73 Haralampie Polenakovik: “In dawn o f Slavic litera c y”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2000 page 27-30
74 Haralampie Polenakovik: “In dawn o f Slavic litera c y”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2000 page 30-31
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as Byzantine military strategists was safeguarding the border exactly from Bulgarian
attacks. Further more the Moravian mission represented one anti-Bulgarian
diplomatic-strategic move.75
Now how can some one think that Macedonian and Bulgarian language are
same language, when in those two centuries two separate entities were already
differentiated that have already expressed separate developing tendencies noticeable
even in the old Slavic period.
But can be Cyrilo-Methodian language be named old Macedonian?
Basically yes because it was developed on the bases of Macedonian Thessalonica speech .However we have to bare in mind that we do not have this
language kept in its primary form. The form of this language that we have today its
form of latter rewritings most probably with lot of changes and revived from
Moravian-Panonian period as well as from Balkan Slavic-Orthodox area. Therefore
its not incorrect neither unfair to name this language old Slavic, how indeed its
memorized in Slavistics. 76
Could be St.Climent Ohridski Bulgarian?
He certainly could not have his origins from Bulgaria, because missioners
started their journey towards Moravia before duke Boris conquered Macedonia. And
finally st.Climent Ohridski (to whom in 893 joins st.Naum) uses the alphabet with the
language of his own teachers while in same time new Bulgarian duke Simeon rejects
Greek as official language, adopts Slavic and introduces Cyrillic as Slavic alphabet
which was already in use in Macedonia.77

6.1 First written works in Macedonian language

Written works in Macedonia started in the 19 century and contained signs of
the language of the people unique for this area. Still some of the academics from this
period of time thought that it will be more effective to publish their ideas on other
literature languages such as Greek for example, that were in wider usage.
75 Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 291-292
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Literature works of Joakim Krcovski 1780-1820 and Cyril Pejcinovik 17701845 together with those of Hadzi Teodosij Sinaitski 1770- 1840 are considered to be
the first generation of modem Macedonian literature which were dominated

by

Macedonian traditions that existed in Macedonia. 78
Even though these written works show

certain

level of influence from

neighboring churches they are still of great importance for the Macedonian written
tradition. Their books were used in schools and later in private schools that were
opened in the houses of intellectuals.79
These schools showed up in Macedonia during the 19 century as alternative
for church schools. In 1876 there were 46 this kind of schools in towns in Macedonia
and around 118 in the villages. They were using Serbian, Bulgarian and Macedonian
materials.80
Written works of Pejcinovik and Krcovski got publicity through these schools.
Hill said that the books of Krcovski revealed some elements from Western Macedonia
where he was bom as well as other elements from Eastern Macedonia. The most
famous work of Pejcinovik, published in 1816 was

called ”The Mirror” that had

motives and texts from the Bible. This book become very popular all over Macedonia
and every cleric had one copy. Most probably popularity is based on the practic nature
of this book and the language on which it was written. However it is important to say
that the level of language on which Pejcinovic wrote his books

(dialect from the

Tetovo area) is closer to nowadays Macedonian language then the one of Krcovski. 81
Last Pejcinovic work, was his Epitaph written on his grave in 1835. Verses
from this Epitaph for a long time were considered as the first verses of Macedonian
modem literature.82
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Another significant influence was made by archimandrite Teodosij Sinaitski
who begun to translate different motives and liturgy texts from Greek to Macedonian
language in 1830. Around 1838 he opened the first printing house in Thessaloniki.
Although he is considered to be the first Macedonian publisher, Bulgarian officials
claimed that he is Bulgarian. Printing house worked 4-5 years publishing 5 books and
other works. One of the books that were printed was “Balm iniquity” from Pejcinovik.
The title of this work shows that it’s translated on simple language, the folklore
language in order to widen interest and views of the people.
Activity of the Hadzi Theodosij is considered as important contribution for foundation
of the general Macedonian norms created on simple language from Down Mizija in
Skopje and Tetovo, that was accepted in south eastern wing of Macedonian dialect.
Still Hill noticed that every linguistic result is probably coincidental, because the
intention of Krcovski, Pejcinovik and Teodosij was to popularize things with religious
nature between the believers. Their goals were to make things more religious then
linguistics. Also they were using local dialect as the best mediator for reaching
ordinary peoples. This proves that there was already established Macedonian tradition
used for this purpose. Even while Hellenism was still strong in Macedonia, some
Macedonian traders and craftsman’s used their own(Macedonian) language in the
written communications more often then the other formally approved literature
languages.84
From the evidences that are available today we can conclude that Macedonian
dialect was widely used mostly in religious purposes in the first half of the 19 century,
together with the few printed books based on different dialects (eastern and western)
which were as well still deeply inspired by church Slavic language. Maybe there are
some others printed materials that are going to be discovered and will increased our
knowledge about the evolution of Macedonian language.
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6.2

Important Macedonian writers and contributors to the

development of modern Macedonian language

Grigor Prlicev( 1830-1893) was first Macedonian writer who in the beginning
of his writing career wrote with a great success in Greece, and later tried to create one
general Slavic literature language based on the sacred Slavic and Russian language.

Grigor Prlicev

In this his effort he had small success but its important that his speeches and
preaching’s were on the Ohrid dialect. Prlicev works were very significant elements
in the city educational speeches in that time 87 ,88 .
Other famous writers are brothers Konstantin and Dimitar Miladinov. The
most famous collection of Macedonian songs from Miladinovci was published in
Zagreb in 1861. Dimitar 1810-1862 and Konstantin 1839-1862 were educated in
Greek schools and after their education became Greek teachers. While Dimitar was
lecturing Greek in Struga in 1845, Russian scientist Viktor Grigorovic visited him and

86 http://www.diversity.org.m k/bb.asp?idBB=143& flag=l
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encouraged him to lecture on his own Macedonian language which after that he
started doing it.

on

91
Konstantin Miladinov

Dimitar Miladinov

Dimitar became great opposer of pan Hellenism. He also had a great number of
famous students who gave great contribution to the development of Macedonian
language, such as his younger brother Konstantin, Rajko Zinzifov, Grigor Prlicev and
Partenie Zografski. He advised and encourage them to go in Russia and to gain
education there. Dimitar was inspired and under the influence of the work of Vuk
Karadjic who encourage him to collect Macedonian folklore. In his original texts he
used language form made of his “Struski” dialect and elements of standard Bulgarian
i

language.

92 93

,

However, his 20 years younger brother Konstantin had different influence that
can be count as the beginning of the modem Macedonian language. Konstantin was
described as the first true poet. When he lived in Moscow he wrote the poem
“Longing for south” that is among the most famous Macedonian songs.

89 Pavle Mitreski: “H istory o f O hrid-Struga region ”, Kosta Abrasevic-Ohrid 1989 page 137-140
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Longing fo r the South (T'ga za jug)
by Konstantin Miladinov
I f I had an eagle's wings
I would rise and fly on them
To our shores, to our own parts,
To See Stambol, to see Kukus,
And to watch the sunrise: is it
dim there too, as it is here?
I f the sun still rises dimly,
I f it meets me there as here,
I'll prepare fo r further travels,
I shall flee to other shores
Where the sunrise greets me brightly
And the sky is sewn with the stars.
It is dark here, dark surrounds me,
Dark covers all the earth,
Here are fro st and snow and ashes,
Blizzards and harsh winds abound,
Fogs all around, the earth is ice,
And in the breast are cold, dark thoughts.
No, I cannot stay here, no;
I cannot sit upon this frost.
Give me wings and I will don them;
I will fly to our own shores,
Go once more to our own places,
Go to Ohrid and to Struga.
There the sunrise warms the soul,
The sun gets bright in mountain woods:
Yonder gifts in great profusion
Richly spread by nature's power.
See the clear lake stretching whiteOr bluely darkened by the wind,
Look at the plains or mountains:
Beauty everywhere divine.
To pipe there to my heart's content.
Ah! Let the sun set, let me die.94

Konstantin’s version for national literature language, was based on dialects
from Western part of Macedonia mainly those from Struga and Ohrid. From his work
we can see clear intentions and efforts to widen the base of his written language
94 http://www.macedonia.co.uk/client/index 1.aspx?page=430
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because Konstantin supported written form of language which will be mainly based
on morphological and syntactical structure of national language. 95
Great achievement of Miladinovci was their famous collection of Macedonian
songs. However here we must point out that the dialects used as base for the writings
of Miladinovci did not come from the East part of Macedonia, which in that time had
sympathies toward Bulgaria, but they came from the far South-West part of
Macedonia 96,97
Use of the word Bulgarian most probably shouldn’t be presented in its
nowadays meaning. To make more clear my statement is that because for example
Ukrainian and Belarus languages in the early stages of their development were labeled
as Russian. This means that same as in the case with Macedonian language that in this
time they still formally did not know and did not name the differences that existed
between their languages and those from other Slavic languages spoken by great
majority of population.
Another very important Macedonian writer and linguist who gave great
contribution to the development on nowadays Macedonian language and as well set
the principles of the Macedonian literature language in the beginning of XX century
was Krste Petkov Misirkov(1874-1926)98
Misirkov's most important book Za Makedonckite Raboti (On Macedonian
Matters) was published in 1903. In this book Misirkov is setting the principles of the
Modem Macedonian language. He is arguing that , the Macedonian language should
be based especially on dialects from Bitola and Prilep which are from central part of
Macedonia(centralno narecje) which are equally different from Bulgarian and Serbian
Language. This form of Macedonian language will after be edited by gathered
material from different Macedonian dialects.99
Book of Misirkov from 1903 was indeed written on Macedonian standard
language which was finally codified in 1944-1945 and on base of this we can position
Macedonian standard language in this period of time. However it has to be pointed
out that Misirkov as well was working on creating of tradition. For more then fifty
years dialects from Ohrid Bitola and Prilep dominated in Macedonian national writing

95 Pavle Mitreski: “H istory o f O hrid-Struga region ”, Kosta Abrasevic-Ohrid 1989 page 145
96 http://www.struga.org/mac/podvigot_na_miladinovci_mak.htm
97 Pavle Mitreski: “H istory o f O hrid-Struga region ”, Kosta Abrasevic-Ohrid 1989 page 149
98 Trajko Stamatoski: “M acedonian language iden tity”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2004 page 144-145
99 Trajko Stamatoski: “M acedonian language iden tity”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2004 page 147
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works. From his arguments about the standard Macedonian language Misirkov
underlines three main points:

•
•
•

As a basis o f the standard language he takes the central speeches (along the
line Veles - Prilep - Bitola - Ohrid);
He compiles the orthography on the phonetic basis, with small deviations in
the etymology;
In the vocabulary he incorporates elements o f all Macedonian speeches. 100

Although there are some claims from Bulgarian officials that Misirkov was
great Bulgarian patriot who lived and worked in Bulgaria for the creation of Great
Bulgaria, these claims can be effectively counter with one of the last articles written
by him in which he claims that:
"The awareness and the feeling that I am Macedonian should stand higher than
everything else in the world. Macedonians should not let themselves been assimilated
and to lose their individuality living among Bulgarians and Serbs. We can
acknowledge the closeness of the Serb, Bulgarian and Macedonian interests, but we
need to evaluate them from the Macedonian stand point of view.” 101

Krste Petkov Misirkov102

100 http://soros.org.mk/konkurs/076/angver/pogledi_misirkov.html
101 http://www.misirkov.org/the_self_determination.htm
102 http://makedonija.name/culture.php?page=krstepetkovmisirkov
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Literature and religious communication had as well political influence. In
1875

Georgi Pulevski

(1838-1894) in Belgrade published dictionary on three

languages .This dictionary included Slavic Macedonian, Albanian and Turkish
language and

was the first published document that shows clear Macedonian

linguistic and political separatism. Pulevski during his writing works discussed that
Macedonians were separate nation with own Macedonian literature language.
Further Pulevski stated that for the basics of the Macedonian literature
language should be used his dialect from Galicnik and Debar area, which he used in
•

103

his dictionary.

Peter M.Hill(linguist, professor

at “University of Hamburg”- Institute for

Slavistik and visiting professor at “Australian National University” ) 104 thought that
this work is the first clear indicator of the main division between Bulgarian and
Macedonian language. Previously it was thought that these two languages might have
similar history, but this book is a proof of differences between them.
Another important proof for national differences between Macedonian and
Bulgarian nation as well as

for the strong influence of Macedonian national

awareness can be seen in articles published in the Constantinople Bulgarian
newspaper called ”Legal”(Pravo). In the issue of this newspaper published on 30
November 1870 is stated that the Bulgarian language and Bulgarians are one thing
and Macedonians and Macedonian language are another. 105
The connection between increased influence of Macedonian literature
language and political activities can be seen in the foundation of “Young Macedonian
literature association ”,
This association although on surface looked as literature group indeed it had
clear political ambitions and we can see this from the fact that they published

and

publicly announced constitution in Sofia and one secretly in Romania. Although this
group didn’t last for long, this inspired many other groups to be founded. One

103 Trajko Stamatoski: “M acedonian language iden tity”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2004 page 170
104 http://www.anu.edu.au/polsci/peterhill/biography.htm
105 Marko Kitevski, Studies for the Macedonian folklore, Institute for Macedonian folklore, Skopje,
2002 page 71-74
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example is student movement “Vardar”, founded in Belgrade in 1893 that had Krste
Misirkov and Dimitrija Cupovski as members.106
In year 1901 and 1902 There was active Macedonian group in Belgrade called
“Macedonian club” in 1901 -1902 that later influenced the foundation of one of most
influential Macedonian scientific and literature group in Saint Petersburg. This group
was fighting for Macedonian autonomy in 1902 until the death of the Dimitrija
Cupovski in 1940.

6.3. Macedonian language in 20th century

Today in the world organizations such as UN are willing to accept that
independent nations in the world have their right to define their own language

107

.

Furthermore sociolinguistics in the world claim that the decision if a certain form of
speech or dialect can form a language is based more on political rather then linguistic
criteria, and that the only nation who can choose is the nation that is speaking and
using the language in everyday life108. Nowadays we can see increased development
of formal languages in Croatia, Bosnia and Serbia, as a consequence of their
aspiration for cultural diversity.
Today Macedonian language is accepted by the linguistics in whole world
except in Bulgaria and Greece. It is recognized as distinctive language by different
authorities such as Encyclopedia Britannica and Cambridge language encyclopedia. It
is one of the 88 world recognized languages, spoken by near 1,5 million people in
Macedonia, Aegean Macedonia, Pirin Macedonia/Bulgaria as well as in other parts of
the world such as North America and Australia. 109
Further more Macedonian nationalists are trying to prove that the Macedonian
language has history older then 1000 years, going back at the time of the church
Slavic language made by Saint Cyril and Methody in the 9 century because this kind

106 Blaze R isto v sk i: ’’Centuries o f M acedonian se n se”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 337-338
107 http://www.dadalos.org/uno_sr/un-charta.htm
108 Trajko Stamatoski: “M acedonian language iden tity”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2004 page 4
109 Trajko Stamatoski: “M acedonian language iden tity”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2004 page 4-5
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of attitude towards the national language can give us additional information’s about
importance of the language in the process of development of national awareness. 110

6.4. Standard Macedonian language

On 2 of august, 1944, in Monastery “Prohor Pcinski”, ASNOM brought the
decision to include Macedonian Republic within Socialistic Federative Republic of
Yugoslavia. The official language of Macedonian nation was supposed to be the new
standard language based on Macedonian speech. It was decided that the central
Macedonian dialect is going to be the base for the new standard language.111

Monastery St. Prohor Pcinski

nohttp://www.m-p-c.org/Istorija/Sv-Braka.htm
111 Trajko Stamatoski: “M acedonian language iden tity”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2004 page 273
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This language replaces all other languages in Macedonia, such as Bulgarian,
Serbian and Greek languages. Macedonian standard language is the youngest from all
south Slavic standard languages, because its delay was as a result of the political
power of the neighboring countries of Macedonia, and not because of the lack of
acceptance by the community. 112
The formal proclamation of Macedonian language was on 2 august 1944.
Choice of the letter was a reason of violent debate. The major issue of this process
was either to choose the certain words in usage from the Bulgarian or the Serbian
letter. Some people including Venko Markovski, discussed about special Macedonian
alphabet, and others especially Blaze Koneski were for acceptance of the Serbian
letter and orthography.113
The alphabet was Serbian Cyrillic. The decisions about the language was
brought on 3 May, 1945, edited 2 days later and declared on 7 June.
The final codification from 1953- 54 made Macedonian standard language as
we knew it now. Soon it became a normative literature language used in daily
newspapers, schools, theater and radio. Very soon the language was accepted
everywhere.
Peter M. Hill noticed that literature works had a big role in the affirmation of
Macedonian standard language, because impressive part of the new literature on
Macedonian language was published in the past century as well as relative freedom of
expression of intellectual thought.
While in the past Macedonians had problems either to declares them selves as
Serbians or Bulgarians because of the language, today’s place of Macedonian
language is secured and there are no disputes on this issue. Dispute with Bulgarian
tradition is closed and nowadays is completely different situation. Macedonians
appreciate the differences between the languages. At its anniversary, Macedonian
academy of science and art (MANU) awarded honorary title to Viktor Freedman,
world famous American expert ,for his research on Macedonian and other Slavic
languages. Dr. Freedman had the lecture about the differences between Macedonian
and Bulgarian language in the Balkan context. Freedman is famous by his work in the

112 Trajko Stamatoski: “M acedonian language identity ”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2004 page 280
113 Marko Kitevski, Studies for the M acedonian folklore, Institute for Macedonian folklore, Skopje,
2002 page 95-102
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field of codification of Macedonian language and blistering debates against his
derogatoriness. 114
Serbian influence was predictive especially in the administrative usage of
language and in the press. Some Macedonians publicly showed their worries because
of Serbian disruptions. Finally Macedonian standard language is acceptable for
Macedonians abroad in Aegean Macedonia, North America and Australia.
The oldest Macedonian newspaper in the world is “Macedonian Tribune”
published by the Macedonian political patriot organization from Fort Wajne, Indiana,
1927. Through major part of its existence it was forbidden in Greece, Yugoslavia, and
Bulgaria. Texts in this newspaper are written in Macedonia language but on different
dialects depending of the origins of writers. 115
After the codification in 1944, Macedonian language secured vital and
successful linguistic form. Linguistics argued that standardization of language is real
when its widely accepted even if its consist of artificial elements.
The language has to be accepted by the people, and the factors that improve
that acceptance include population and politics measures. Elements of populations
have history of expose and acceptance of the language in the framework of the
community. Political factors include elements such as the level from which the newly
codified language can be different from the neighboring languages with politically
unacceptable forms. For example when Macedonian alphabet was defined there was a
great political will for a clear differentiation from Bulgarian language and letter.116
The usage of certain Bulgarian letter since then is considered as synonym for
betray.
This gives strong implications about the strong feelings that Macedonians
have towards the detachment with Bulgaria and the importance of having language
that appoints that detachment.

114 Trajko Stamatoski: “M acedonian language iden tity”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2004 page 293-295
115 Trajko Stamatoski: “M acedonian language iden tity”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2004 page 303
116 Marko Kitevski, Studies for the Macedonian folklore, Institute for Macedonian folklore, Skopje,
2002 page 105-109
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7.
in

the

The role of the Macedonian orthodox church
evolution

of the

Macedonian

national

awareness

Macedonians posses element that has precious value for their future and
existence as nation from history till today. Separate Orthodox Church.
Nowadays Macedonian Autocephaly (independent) Church has the ambitions
as national- church variant of Ohrid archbishopric to resurrect the institution that
heritage . For this shouldn’t be maid any complain, baring in mind the fact that
Macedonian Orthodox Church with explicit marking of its jurisdictions especially on
the state territory of Republic of Macedonia, clearly distanced

from any kind of

expansionistic tendencies that could come up from the historical views on the borders
of (geographically much wider ) Ohrid Archbishopric.117
At the beginning of the orthodox era in Macedonia, the culture center of
Macedonia

and

the

Balkan

Peninsula

generally

was

Thessaloniki

and

its

Archbishopric. However, imperator Iustinianus 527-565, creates the Illyrian’s
Archbishopric in western Macedonia, near nowadays Skopje, as autonomic unit.
This sacred organization, called Iustinianus Primus, had equal authorization
with those of Constantinople Patriarchate.
The whole Balkan Peninsula was under jurisdiction of this Constantinople
Patriarchate. Later imperator Iustinianus decided that the archbishop should be
peremptory from the Synod, with rights equal with those of the Papa of Rome.
Afterward, the most important center of the orthodox national culture was
town Ohrid, with its famous Ohrid Archbishopric, formed on the ruins of the
Iustinianus by the Slavic Macedonian Emperor Samuel.

118

Ohrid as archbishopric was mentioned for the first time in the acts of VUI-th
Ecumen council. In the period of end of IX century and beginning of XX century
117 Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 57-62

118 Slave Nikolovski Katin “Christianity in Macedonia" university St. Cyril and
Methody Skopje 1983 page 35-42
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Ohrid in the Kingdom of Tsar Samoil who’s residence was as well Ohrid became
center of Macedonian Autocephaly (independent ) Archbishopric. As proof for the
autocephaly (independence) of this church we can take the fact that Ohrid
Archbishopric from year 1020 were positioned by the tsar and not by the Patriarchs
from Constantinople. To this archbishopric were given same jurisdictions as those of
Iustinianus Primus. As center of the art, literature, science, Ohrid Archbishopric
played significant role in defining and defending the Macedonian Slavic culture in the
period between 995 and 1767.119
Macedonian Orthodox Church kept its independence for almost 750 years,
until

1767 when Turkish Sultan decided to cease the existence of Ohrid

Archbishopric. Ohrid archbishopric was banned with the decree of the sultanOttoman Turkish sovereign under the pressure of Greek sacred leaders in Istanbul and
was put under jurisdiction of the Constantinople Patriarchate. From Macedonian
church this situation was perceived as proof of the efforts of the Hellenic sacred
strengths to spread their control over Macedonian Church.

i o rj

Right until this moment the autocephaly status that was given to Ohrid
Archbishopric allowed Macedonian to keep a certain dose of independence through
history(for example during kingdom of Tsar Dusan). However now, Macedonians
besides political occupation by the Ottoman Empire got under secular by Greek
Patriarchs from Constantinople
With Ohrid Archbishopric ceasing to exist Macedonians lost their last place
where they could have certain level of independence. Consequences of this were
numerous such as for example destroying of church libraries and archives made by
the new Greek clerics.121
Only Greeks were appointed for archbishops, schools were transformed into
Greek schools, Slavic services were replaced with Greek services. Even today, on the
behalf of the decision from the 18 century, Macedonian area of the Northern Greece is
theoretically under the authority of the abbot patriarchate and not under the Greek
Orthodox Church122.

119 Blaze Ristovski : ’’Centuries o f M acedonian se n se”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 444
120 Hans-Lotar Stepan, “M acedonian Knot”-Identity o f Macedonians shown through the exam ple o f
Balkan Federation”, Az-buki Skopje 2005 page 45-48
121 Blaze Ristovski : ’’Centuries o f M acedonian sen se”, 2-ri A vgustS-Stip, 2001 page 447
l22D z o n S h e j M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002, page 170
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From the other side here we can find another proof of strong Macedonian
national awareness which managed to keep its own separate identity and history
through national customs, songs and stories kept among the families. Macedonian
traditions that were among the people were passed on other generations only verbally
through songs and stories.
Greek government today in the dispute over the name Macedonia recalls on
this old event in way that Greek officials are ready to recognize the autocephaly of
Macedonian Orthodox Church if it change its name into old name Ohrid
Archbishopric.
Next step of the Greek official might change of the name of the Republic into
Ohrid Republic. With this name Macedonia which for centuries is crucial element
for the identity of Macedonian would be lost forever.
If Greek side manages to do this, to be more precise, to change the name of the
Republic into any other name then Macedonia, in this case Greek officials are in
position to present the Aegean part of Macedonia overtaken with Bucharest
agreement in 1913 (which until 1985 from Greek side was called “North Greece”) as
separate area left from Antic Macedonia. With this they will be able to persuade the
world that Antic Macedonians were Greeks and that they have the universal right over
the usage of name Macedonia.

1O'!

Suffocation of the orthodox Slavic interest gave motive to the Slavic
resistance in the whole area that was under governance of the former Macedonian
church, including Bulgaria. These Slavic fights against Hellenics resulted with the
forming of new autonomic church by the Bulgarian in 1870. 124
In the beginning this looked as a blessing for the Macedonians but later it came
clear that its more a curse. Namely in year 1870 Turkish Sultan gave his approval for
formation of Bulgarian Exarchate. This meant worsening of the relation between
Bulgarians and Greeks but mostly at the expense of Macedonians with bad effects on
national language and national identity which almost had deciding effect for
Macedonian nation.

125

123 Jordan Jordanov: “M acedonia: roots and argum ents”, RI -Grafika- Skopje, 2008 page 74-75
124 Slave Nikolovski Katin “Christianity in Macedonia" university St. Cyril and Methody Skopje
1983 page 51-58
125

Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 50-51
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The reason why this Sultan’s decision had such a bad effects for the
Macedonians is the fact that this decision was as well consisted of a part which stated
that Greek Patriarchy and Bulgarian Exarchate can form new parishes if they gain
two thirds of the population of territory of Macedonia
Soon after this Macedonian territory was overcrowded with Greek and
Bulgarian armed forces which made pressure with using force to persuade
Macedonians to enroll either to the Bulgarian of Greek church. Another reason why
on both sides were formed armed groups was in order to prevent usage of force by the
other. Especially Bulgarian church and patriarchate were fighting for devotees. New
Bulgarian schools and churches were formed everywhere on the Macedonian
territory. 127
Many Macedonians were associated with this church because Bulgarian had
the license to form churches and schools in Macedonia.
Macedonians didn’t have choice. They choose the second best solution after
having their own church. At least they could use their own language in this church
and could educate their children on their own language in the church schools. With
doing this they started to be under the influence of Bulgarian authorities who used the
Exarchate in order to fulfill their political ambitions in Macedonia.
Bulgarian church became the center of opposition of Turkish conquer and its
instrument- the Greek Church. Some of Macedonians used the Exarchate and the
schools for raising the Macedonian nation awareness among the Slavic’s in
Macedonia and Old Serbia. 128
At the beginning, Macedonians believed that Exarchate is unexpected chance
to separate from the pressures and efforts for forcible assimilation from the side of
Greek Orthodox Church from Constantinople. Because of this they went under the
protection (at least they thought like that) of Bulgarian Orthodox Church not knowing
that with doing so they went from bad to worse.

126 Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003

page 51-52

127 Magazine o f House o f Immigrants o f Macedonia”- February 2008 number 6 0 4 .page 40-43
128

Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 53-55
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How could Macedonians know that Bulgarians who previously were not in
position to conduct similar assimilation politics like those that Greeks did, will to the
Macedonians who turned to them seeking protection from Greeks, conditioned
Macedonians that in order to use the services provided by the Bulgarian Orthodox
Church must first declared to be Bulgarians, because in contrary they will stay under
the “protection” of Greek Orthodox Church129
However Macedonians managed to gave resistance to these efforts of forceful
nationalization
Macedonian

through the strong awareness of belonging to separate nation-

nation. This strong national awareness managed to overcome all the

efforts of Bulgarian, Serbian and Greek propagandas against Macedonian identity.
At the beginning of the 20th century, Macedonian Orthodox Church was put
under authority of the Serbian church. During the World War II, Macedonian church
supported the aspiration for Unite Macedonia. First assembly of the Macedonian
orthodox clergy from near history was held near Ohrid in 1943.
This meeting was inspired by the need of final forming of Macedonian
national identity and Macedonian national awareness. After the end of World War II,
independent Macedonian Orthodox Church was put under the leadership of the
archbishop of Ohrid and Macedonia. After this there were some misunderstandings
between the Macedonian and the Serbian church.

I^0

In 1958 the Serbian Church under pressure of Tito, declared the independence
of the Macedonian Church. However, nowadays starting from the Macedonian
political independence, Serbian Church is making efforts to return control over the
Macedonian Church. Macedonian church thinks that these efforts are closely
connected with agenda of the Serbian government.131
This fight between Macedonian and Serbian Orthodox Church continues even
after Macedonia became independent in 1991 quite often with help of the secular
governance. In November 1993, the Committee for relations with religious groups in
Yugoslavian government accused Macedonian authorities for rudely violation of
citizens’ rights and religious freedoms, for forbidding Serbian church authorities, the
archbishop Atanas and Pahomie, to enter in Macedonia.
129 Blaze R isto v sk i: ’’Centuries o f M acedonian se n se ”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 459-463
130 Slave Nikolovski Katin “Christianity in Macedonia" university St. Cyril and Methody Skopje
1983 page 109-115
131 B laze R isto v sk i: "Centuries o f M acedonian se n se”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 471
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Macedonians were very suspicious for the Serbian efforts to mix in
Macedonian matters, especially in the national census and national elections, both
held at the end of 1994. Macedonian authorities were ready to let Serbian archbishops
to enter Macedonia as private citizens, but not as representatives of the Serbian church
i 'l'j

in their official clothes.
The new archbishop of the Macedonian Orthodox Church, Mihail, stated that
Macedonian church wants to cooperate with neighboring Greek, Bulgarian and
Serbian churches. The archbishop hoped of appreciation of the Russian Orthodox
Church, although the Russian Orthodox Church was still under the influence of false
information given by Greek, Serbian and Bulgarian church.
He also hoped that he will find sympathy after explanation and giving real
information about renewal of the autocephaly of Ohrid archbishopric and the
activities of the Macedonian Orthodox Church.133
After presenting

the historic

statements

about the relation between

Macedonian Orthodox Church and Serbian Orthodox Church and recently conducted
discussions with them, archbishop Mihail claimed that SOC works for the interest of
the Serbian government.
Serbian side asked from Macedonian church to return the previous status as a
part of the Serbian Orthodox Church although there can not be any possibilities for
that. Archbishop Mihail discussed that, historically Macedonian Orthodox Church is
older then the Serbian Orthodox Church and Serbian Orthodox Church was long
period of time under the jurisdiction of the Macedonian Orthodox Church. In any
case Serbian politics and Church is oriented towards unrecognizing of

the

autocephaly of Macedonian Church 134
In nowadays Bulgarian, Greek and Serbian church operate as advocates of
ideas for Great Bulgaria, Great Greece and Great Serbia .
On the other hand the archbishop Mihail said that the authorities in Vatican,
including the Pope himself, have the greatest understanding for Macedonian situation.
When MOC was not under influence of Vatican, the treatment of the Serbian,
Bulgarian and the Greek Church meant for MOC to get closer to the Vatican.
132 Blaze R isto v sk i: ”Centuries o f M acedonian sen se”, 2-ri A vgustS-Stip, 2001 page 473-474
l33http://www.geocities.com/mac_truth/secrets/ohrid 1.html
134 Slave N ikolovski Katin “Christianity in Macedonia" university St. Cyril and Methody Skopje
1983 page 120-127
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On the meeting held in June 1944, the holy synod of the Macedonian
Orthodox Church express concerning for the attitude of the Serbian Church and
refused Serbian efforts to return again the authorities that they abounded in 1958.
After this procedures of Serbian church ceased to be valid for the Macedonian
Church.135
Concerning the necessity of having own Macedonian Orthodox Church
Archbishop Mihail stated that from political point of view this is one of the crucial
elements for the existence of Republic of Macedonia arguing that in the past churches
of neighboring countries Bulgarian, Serbian and Greek were supporters of ideas for
Great Bulgaria Great Serbia and Great Greece and that this is the exact reason why
Macedonia needs independent Macedonian Church which will protect Macedonian
state from chauvinistic and megalomanianistic

ideas of neighboring countries

Synod confirmed that the autocephaly (independent) status of the Macedonian
church and the interests of Macedonian nation and state are blessed and inalienable
valuables from which they will never step up.

8. “Macedonian Question” on international level

Present phase of the Macedonian question is examined in many different parts
of the world and not only in the Balkan. This widens our understanding of national
identity because here we can see how national communities can have trans national
effects. This can be understood in the manner of national communities and their
transnational interests. We are able to observe constitution of transnational
communities in which mother countries and diasporas are connected through
developed network of communication together with global movement of people ideas
and goods.
We can say that today there is global cultural “war” between Greeks and
Macedonians about which group has the right over the use of name Macedonia.

135 Dzon Shej, “M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002 page 178-179,
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This “war” includes the communities of Greeks and Macedonian in Europe,
United States, Canada and Australia.136
Political demonstrations in 1990 -1991 in Greece, Republic of Macedonia,
Western Europe, Canada and Australia, the international conferences sponsored by
Greek organizations as Australian institute for Macedonian studies in Melbourne in
1988 and Pan Macedonian association in Thessalonica and New York in 1989 and the
lobbying efforts of the Macedonian groups like the Macedonian service for
information and connection in Brussels, Macedonian international lobby and “World
Macedonian Congress” are part of this international fight. 137

8.1. Macedonians and Greeks in North America

“Macedonian Patriotic Organization” MPO was founded in North America in
1922. Its founders were freedom fighters from Ilinden uprising, that were rudely
deported from their maternity country Macedonia by violent, political, cultural,
religious, economic and national movement in Greece after the Bucharest agreement
in 1913. 138
The newspaper of the Macedonian patriot organization, “Macedonian Tribune
founded” in 1927, publishes twice time per week by the Central Committee of the
“Macedonian Patriotic Organization” in English and in Macedonian. It represents
the voice of the Macedonian patriot organization, but also represents the views of the
Macedonian Orthodox Church in the United States and Canada. 139
It’s the oldest active Macedonian newspaper in the world. During the most of
time of its existence Macedonian tribune was forbidden in Greece, Yugoslavia and
Bulgaria. In one article, Ivan Lebamov, president of the Macedonian patriot

136 Stefan Vlahov M ickov, “Philosophy keys for Macedonian identity “Ramkovski Foundation,
Macedonia , 2007 page 53-59
137 Dzon Shej, "M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002, page 181-182,
138 Blaze Ristovski : ’’Centuries o f M acedonian sense ”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 569
139

Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion ”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 71
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organization explained that this newspaper was founded and organized to work for
free and independent Macedonia
According to the constitution of the MPO, Macedonian emigrants in United
States and Canada, as their successors without the difference in nationality, religion,
sex and beliefs, understanding the need of organized activate for the liberation of
Macedonia, formed the Macedonian patriot organization with slogan “Macedonia fo r
Macedonians. ”
The goal of MPO is to fight on legal way for defining Macedonia as
independent state unit in the framework of its own historic and geographic borders
that constitutionally should guaranteed ethnic, religion, cultural and political rights
and freedom of all citizens. 140
Lebamov claimed that MPO is called admiral ship of Macedonian liberation
movement. He said that MPO is called the successor of VMRO and it’s recognized by
the United States, Canada, and lot of European countries.
During this period it keeps Macedonian question open through his petition to
the governments, League of Nations and UN. When the doors were closed by the
totalitarian Greek regime and Tito followers MPO never doubt and never lost the
i

•
hope or its mission.
r

■

141

However this level of lobbying asks as well for lot of donations. Therefore
MPO managed to persuade officials from Republic of Macedonia to follow the
example of Israel and to start with the program of connections for Macedonia. This
will give the possibilities for Macedonian Diaspora to invest in the republic, giving
convertibility valuates needed for progression and development. Delegates on the 72nd
convention of MPO, held in Toronto and Ontario, Canada, from 3-6 September 1993,
wrote an open letter in which all Macedonians were called to work together and help
the development of Macedonia with ethnic, religious, culture and political rights and
freedoms guaranteed for all.
MPO in United States, Canada, Europe, Australia, and Brazil appealed to all
Macedonians to answer for the needs of the new Republic, no matter if that is
medical, financial, political or cultural help. All people in Macedonia were pleased to
support Republic of Macedonia and the democracy through writing letters in which
they were asking the recognition and securing the financial and moral support of those
140 Blaze R isto v sk i: ’’Centuries o f M acedonian se n se ”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 571-572
141 Blaze Ristovski : ’’Centuries o f M acedonian se n se”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 573
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who are still in Macedonia. Delegates from many parts of the United States and
Canada and from other countries in the world visited convention. 142
There were delegates from 15 parts of the MPO: MPO Pobeda from East
York, MPO Pelister from Akron, MPO Rodina from north west Indiana, MPO Ljuben
Dimitrov from Toronto, MPO-Solun from Springfield, MPO-Tatkovina from Detroit,
MPO-Strumicka petorka from New York, MPO-Vardar from Cleveland, MPOPravda from Toronto, MPO-Damjan Graev from Indianapolis, MPO-Balkanski from
Lensing i MPO - Kostur from Ford Wejn. From other countries were MPO-Todor
Aleksandrov from Australia, MPO-Strumicka petorka from Sao Paolo, Brazil i MPOTodor Aleksandrov from Belgium. For marking the 100 anniversary of the foundation
of the VMRO, MPO invite few guests from Europe on the 72nd convention.143.
Participants of this convention made lecturers about the Republic of
Macedonia and the role of Diaspora in the future of Macedonia.
They were encouraging Macedonian tribune to stop using the map of Great
Macedonia that shows three parts of divided Macedonia. Each of them was discussing
about the necessity to work with the Macedonian governance about their suggestion
for the resolvement of the problem for recognition of the republic.
The introductory title called “Macedonians in Am erica” in the Harvard
encyclopedia for the Americans ethnics groups in 1980 describes the Macedonian
immigration in the United States between 1920 and 1980. The book of Mihajlo
Minoski “ United States and Macedonia ” explains bilateral relations between the two
countries in the period between 1986 and 1991 and was published in Skopje in May
1994. It shows lots of examples of intervention on government and nongovernmental
level. Even on government level, Macedonia gets the attention in North America.144
Different public protests were held by Macedonian groups in order Macedonia
to get international recognition and against Greek economic embargo. The article in
Star of Toronto in March 1994 tells about the gatherings of 2000 Macedonians against
the Greek economic blockade in Macedonia. Macedonian came from the south
Ontario and from Buffalo, New York to convict the Greek politics. They were
lobbying at the Prime Minister to recognize Republic of Macedonia as independent
state following the example of the other countries including the United States. They

142D zon S h ej, “M acedonia and G reece" Makavej Skopje 2002, page 183-185
143 Dzon Shej, “M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002, page 187-189
144 Dzon Shej, “M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002, page 185
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were asking for support for the basic human rights of the Macedonians in the Aegean
Macedonia including their rights for own language without fear of violation. “ United
Macedonians” organization from Canada stated that the blockade could cause new
regional war on the Balkans.145
The well known and famous Canadian Macedonian the family Bitovi,
significant in the Canadian political and financial circles its sponsoring newspaper
“Macedonian Canadian press”. It is monthly newspaper on English language of 16
pages, which is distributed over North America.
The editor policy is to fight for the recognition of Macedonia and Macedonian
language. The newspaper content news from Macedonia, reviews of books, profile of
peoples, calendar of events and mostly columns with personal advices. 146
In the near history in the United States powerful Greek American lobby
emerged. In the years between 1988 and 1992 public presentation of Greek view
about the Aegean Macedonia began to show more often in the United States and
resulted with very expensive campaign in 1992. Different Hellenics organizations in
the United States were trying to put the pressure on their elected representatives in
order to support their attitudes. For example there were announcement on two sides in
the New York Times from group called “Americans fo r fa ir solution o f the
Macedonian question. “
In the announcement from the Saturday 26 April 1992 open letter was
addressed to the president Bush stating that Greece is the mother of democracy and
that as a state she always fought and will fight in defense of the freedom and
democracy. It was stated that the recognition of Republic of Macedonia instead of
Skopje will be highest act of ungrateful. The next announcement was after 2 weeks.
The title was “Name Macedonia is time bomb and mister president you can
deactivate it”. In this letter Greek lobby demanded from the president to admit that
the United States will not recognize Skopje as Republic of Macedonia.
At the beginning of the 1993 United States recognized Macedonia under the
name Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.
However Greek organizations in the United States continued with their effort
of turning things back. At the end of the 1993 Andruj Manatos, the member of the
executive committee of the board of the national Hellenistic group in Washington DC,
145 Blaze R isto v sk i: ’’Centuries o f M acedonian se n se”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 588-589
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send a letter to the congressmen Frank MakKlosky with a list of arguments, in order
to persuade President Clinton to reject the American recognition of the Republic of
Macedonia. 147
However it’s worth mentioning that this lobby was successful in making the
pressure over the American president to reject the decision about making diplomatic
relations with Macedonia in the beginning of the 1994. After this Greek embargo to
Macedonia Became even stronger.
Greeks in Canada from time to time gave support to the Greek fight against
the recognition of Republic of Macedonia .For example newspaper “Star o f Toronto ”
reported that around 1000 demonstrates protested against the editor’s policy of the
newspaper which supports Macedonian independence.

148

They had transparent with words like stop lying', tell the facts that Macedonia
is Greek', they ripped and burned the examples from the newspaper in front of the
newspaper quotes. Same newspaper wrote that more then 40000 Greek citizens from
Canada signed petitions and sends them to the members of the parliament asking the
governance not to reestablish diplomatic relations with Macedonia. 149

8.2 Macedonians and Greeks in Australia

First Macedonian clubs in Australia were founded in 1930 and the oldest one
is the club “Unity” in Perth. In 1946 was formed “Macedonian Australian
association

This group, widely accepted in the Macedonian society worked for the

interests of the Macedonians in Australia and their integration in the Australian
society. Over fifty newspapers, magazines and radio shows were edited and published
on Macedonian language in Australia.150
There is a part of Slavic studies that lecture Macedonian language and history
on the University of Macquarie in Sydney. In the past 30 years, 16 Macedonian
147 Violeta Ackoska & Nikola Zezov: “R epression and those who are repressed in new est M acedonian
history ” ,Makavej- Skopje 2005 page 67-69
148 Dzon Shej, “M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002, page 190
149 Dzon Shej, “M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002 page 190
150 Blaze Ristovski : ”Centuries o f M acedonian se n se”, 2-ri AvgustS-Stip, 2001 page 655
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churches and 2 monasteries were built in Australia. The oldest church is Saint Georgi
in Melbourne, founded on 27 May 1956 as a part of the Macedonian Orthodox
Church. According to the published estimation of the Macedonian press, around
200000 Macedonians live in Australia.151
According the Australian government the number is around 75000. Still this
official estimation does not take in consideration the Aegean Macedonians who have
Greek citizenships and are not recognized as Macedonians. In each case the official
estimation can be thought as suspicious because the information from the statistical
registration of the population mainly forbids ethnics and regional identification of the
159
immigrants from Yugoslavia.
The previous prime minister for immigration and ethnics issues, minister Nik
Bolkus for example is a Greek Australian. New South Wells, country with most
population as well until recently had minister for ethnic issues with Greek origin,
153
minister Fotios.
Macedonian-Australians believe that while having ministries that have origins
and relations with the group that is antagonistic towards the Macedonian cause,
objective decisions about their situation are not possible.
Since the United Nations and Australia recognized the Former Yugoslav
Republic of Macedonia at the beginning of the 1994, Greeks around the world
organized protests. In Australia they had certain influence. There were demonstrations
in the bigger towns in Australia by the Greeks against the recognition of the
Macedonia.

The leading opposition politicians had the possibilities to use the

occasion to support Greek position and to criticize position of the federal government
that violates the promises for the Greek community in Australia.154
Further more there were even cases of violence against Macedonian
properties. The church “St. Nedela” was burned the week after recognition of
Macedonia by Australia.

The same day Molotov cocktail was thrown in the

church Saint Dimitry. These bombings and public violations continued in the next few
weeks. 155
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After short time politicians from the government were trying to turn the issue
in their interests and to calm down Greek criticism by formally acceptance of the title
Slavo(Slavic) Macedonians for the Macedonians from the Vardar Macedonia. After
this as well followed more strict regime towards Macedonian that live in Australia by
the Australian government mainly because of the Greek lobby 156
The leading conservative politician in Australia, Santamaria, said that in the
democratic societies peaceful demonstrations should be tolerated and the violent can
not be. He said that awarding of the violation send a wrong message to the other
ethnic groups and encourages investigation agencies of foreign governance to
manipulate with their ethnic groups
It is also important to say that Santamarija analyzed the document titled “ The
role o f the Greeks communities in the form ing o f the Australian international
politics”, with attention on the Cyprus issue, and gave the analyses to the Institute for
international confederation in Athens, May 1990. This document was prepared by the
Dr Andrej Teofanus, member of the Federal Labor Party discussed the method and the
meaning of what he called the mobilization of the Greek community with the
influence on the development of Australian government about the Greek national
interests.
Greek community in Australia is aware of its power. Ilijas Ralis the
spokesperson of Greek community stated that although Greece is not powerful
country, there are big Greek communities in the countries like Australia, and that they
have power which can be used for Greek interests l57. This is what the Diaspora can
do. This attitude supports the idea that Greek and Macedonian Diaspora present the
transnational spreading of the Balkans misunderstandings. 158
Macedonian community is often defensively set against the activities of Greek
and Australian government. Greek Diaspora said that no other country can use the
official term except Greece. “Macedonian council o f Australia” and “Aegean
Macedonian association o f Australia ” in the press appointed that Australia is the only
country among the sixty others, which impose conditions for the recognition of the

156 Viktor Rudometof: “M acedonian Q uestion”, Evro Balkan Press- Skopje, 2003 page 53
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Republic of Macedonia, as well as forbids the exhibition of the Macedonian symbols
and flags on the building of the Macedonian consulate. They claimed that this violated
the article 817 and 845 of the UN, which resulted with the sponsored negotiation
under the UN in finding solution between Macedonia and Greece.

8.3 National Flag

In 1991 Macedonia choose a flag based on the Virgina star the symbol of the
ancient Macedonian kingdom. This symbol, the sun with 16 thighs was showed in
public after examination of archeological ruins in the 20 century in the Aegean
Macedonia. It was as well the flag of the Macedonian solders during the World War
II.

159
Macedonian flag from 1991(Virginia star symbol)

159 http://www.freewebs.com/macedonianempire/macedoniansymbols.htm
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Nowadays Greeks claimed that this symbol is their exclusive right of usage.
This symbol is on the flag of the Uruguay as well but the Greeks are worried about
the Macedonia flag. Mister Gligorov, the president of the Republic of Macedonia,
said that the symbol was used centuries ago by the Macedonian churches, and some
things can be coincidence.
Present Greeks inherit the cultural symbols of the ancient Greeks because
they lived there. Generally we can say that national symbols are often modern
creations that do not reflect the reality of the conditions. Modern Greece is relatively
new creation and has small similarity with the ancient Greece that is more source of
her symbolism.
National symbols are chosen by the group of people who can publicly be
presented by them. This is normal phenomenon. It has no moral meaning. In this case
the problem begun because two neighboring countries wanted to use the same symbol
to show the world something about them. They want to recall on the same history.
As a result of the Greek embargo, Macedonia was forced to drawn back on the
flag issue, and agreed to change the flag according to the conditions in the temporary
agreement with Greece. It chooses the flag with eight thighs instead of sixteen.

Macedonian flag today

160 http://www.33ff.com /flags/worldflags/M acedonia_flag.html
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However some recent discoveries showed that maybe things are not as they
look. Namely Greek archeologist, Liljana Suvalsi claimed that she founded the grave
of the Alexander the Great in Siva, Egypt. Archeologists from Macedonia visited the
place and paid special attention of the grave symbol with 8 thighs sun on it. Remarks
that Greece and Macedonia, are in dispute over the wrong symbol increased.
Italian and Macedonian team of the International federation of organizations
for examination of the stone art founded the carving of the Macedonian sun old 3000
years at the end of the bronze and at the beginning of the iron time, near Kratovo in
Republic of Macedonia. The sun was carved with primitive tools and had 8 thighs and
quadrant form. Team consisted of professor Dario Segli, from Italy, dr. Piero Riciardi,
president of the Study center and Museum of the ancient art from Pinerolo, Italy, dr.
Dusko Aleksovski, representing Macedonia, together with representatives from the
Italian Embassy in Skopje, dr. Dzanfranko Stalone i Dzino M ucili.161
The

discovery

was

described

during

the

Congress

time

of

the

IFRAO( International Federation of Rock Art Organizations) in Torino, from august
30th till 9th September 1995. In this moment, carve is kept in the office of the Italian
embassy in Skopje. It is probable that this discovery helped Macedonia to abandon the
original choice for flag.

9. Macedonia today after the constitution

Today Macedonia is a small country. Total surface of Macedonia is 25,713
square kilometers or 9928 square miles. This means that its smaller then the half of
the territory of Ireland, a bit bigger then Vermont in the United States and its around
40% of the territory of the Tasmania, the smallest state in Australia.
This is a country surrounded with land, at the North bound with Serbia 221km,
on the West with Albania 151 km, South with Greece 228 km, and in East with
Bulgaria 148 km. Republic of Macedonia is part of geographically much wider area as
also called Macedonia or Big Macedonia. Part that its now called Republic of
Macedonia is also known as Vardar Macedonia, according to river Vardar.
161 Dzon Shej, “M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002, page 194
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The capital of Macedonia, Skopje, is the biggest town with population of near
600000. Macedonia is a country with rocked mountains and open fields. In the
longitude of western Macedonian border there are a lot of woods such as tumult, pine
and oak.
River Vardar is the longest river in the country spreading out form North and
flow through south East state length. In Greece is called Aksios and flows in Aegean
Sea.
On the South there are Ohrid and Prespa Lake, and Dojran Lake in the East.
Some of the largest cities are Ohrid, Bitola, Prilep, Tetovo, Kumanovo, Veles and
Strumica.162,163
Economy it’s mainly agricultural. Macedonia has different natural resources
including Zink, lead, magnesium, nickel, chrome and wolfram. Mining marks the
landscape and together with metallurgy pollutes the air and the water course. Until
recent time there was no awareness for the danger of the pollution in the environment.
Today there are active groups that work on decreasing the damage on flora
and fauna from Ohrid and Prespa Lake. There are Mineral and thermal sources, some
of them in public use more then 200 years,.
Earthquakes are relatively often. Skopje had terrible earthquake in 1963. In
the nearest past Macedonia was important transport corridor from west and the central
Europe to the Aegean Sea. The line of the highway and railway tress passes through
the country from north towards south. Transport east west is much less developed.
Although railway roads relations with Bulgaria exist, railway transport is not in use .
There are some plans for developing railway transport in order to get better
access to harbors in Bulgaria on the Black Sea. Roads through Albania to Adriatic
harbor in Drac are less developed then Bulgarian roads, and even that is only one third
from the road distance to Adriatic sea, trip from Macedonia to Drac lasts as the road
from Bulgaria to the Black Sea. According the register from June and July 1994,
Republic of Macedonia has 1936877 citizens. 1288330 or 66,5% are Macedonian,
442914 or 22,9% are Albanian, 77252 or 4% are Turkish, 43732 or 2,3% are Romas,
39260 or 2% are Serbian and 8467 or 0,4% areVlavs.

162 Dzon Shej, “M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002, page 217
163 http://umdiaspora.org/content/view/26/63/
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Total of 34960 citizens or 1,8% declared that they belong to other nationality,
and 1962 or 0,1% didn’t want to express their ethnic belonging. There were 503456
families, 582981 homes and 177447 agriculture lands in Republic of Macedonia at
that time. 13395 persons were with temporary stay in Republic of Macedonia not less
then one year. Those are refugees, humanitarian take care persons and others. 3145
were declared as Macedonians, 5966 as Albanians, 36 as Bulgarians, 1160 as
Muslims, 581 as Serbs, 130 as Croats, 37 as Montenegro’s, and 127 didn’t confirm
their ethnic belonging.
Dominant religious are Orthodox and Muslim, but there are other religions
active as well. Macedonian Slavs are member of Orthodox Macedonian Christianity
Church. Turkish and Albanians are Muslims. Small percentage of Macedonians that
speaks Macedonian are Muslims. Around 70% of the people speak Macedonian as
their maternity language, 21% speaks Albanian, 3% Turkish, 3% Serbian-Croatian,
and the rest of them 3% speaks other languages. Around 59% of the people are
members of the Orthodox Macedonian Christianity church, 26% are Muslims, 4% are
Catholics, 1% Protestants, and 10% are with unknown religious belonging.
Macedonian Orthodox church does not have special legal status. This church
and all others religious associations and groups that are separate from the state and are
equal before the law. Muslim associate protested against putting crosses on some
public buildings in some cities and criticize the national need for reproduction of the
cultural monuments, churches with cross. The results from 1992 year shows that the
level of education in Macedonia is different between man and woman, with 94,2% of
man and 83,8 % of women from 10 years and above capable to write and read. This
give total of 89,1%.
Education until eight grade is compulsorily. In 1994 year there were 1067
elementary schools in Macedonia with total of 7175 classes. 718 were Macedonian
schools that were attended by 188051 students. 279 Albanian schools in which were
learning 72121 Albanian students, and the rest of 55 elementary schools were visited
by 5342 Turkish students. 8990 were Macedonian teachers, 3571 Albanian, and 288
Turkish. Approximately 70% from the population finished high school or higher
education. There were 97 high schools in Macedonia in 1994 year, with total of 2296
classes. From them 90 were Macedonians with 2218 classes, 5 were Albanian with 72
classes and 2 Turkish with 6 classes. Total of 67975 were Macedonians, 2535
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Albanians and 186 Turkish students. 4060 were Macedonian teachers, 148 Albanian
and 19 were Turkish.164
“Skopje University” founded in 1949 and other different institutions for higher
education secure education for those who wants faculty diplomas. According to the
State department in the United States, Macedonian parliament was first elected on the
free and fair

democratic elections in 1990. Following the declaration for

independence in Yugoslavia on 20 November 1990, Macedonian government started
adopting lot of elements of democratic government. Parliament adopted the
Constitution on

17 November 1991 and guaranteed the citizens rights for

Macedonians.
Citizenship legal issue is hard to define. Mainly, citizens are those who
permanently live in Macedonia at least 5 years. Still those bom in Macedonia or those
who have parents bom in Macedonia have the right of citizenship even if they live
abroad. They can have that kind of right through their family biographies.
Macedonians, who now live in some part of the former Yugoslavia and are
from Aegean Macedonia, automatically are thought as Macedonian citizens even if
they had Yugoslavian citizenships. Same procedure for getting citizenship is in force
in other ex-Yugoslavian states. It is interesting to mention that with separation of
Monte Negro from Serbia ,in Serbian law for citizenship on 3rd of June 2006 were
made a certain changes in a way that every Monte Negro citizen that on this date had
permanent residence in Serbia and submits written announcement that he or she
declares itself as citizen of Serbia is allowed to get Serbian citizenship.165
First president of Republic of Macedonia was Kiro Gligorov. His family is
with active background in the people’s liberation movement in Macedonia. He
finished his high school in Skopje and graduated on the Law University in Belgrade in
1938.
Republic of Macedonia has multiparty system. At the general elections in
October 1994 great number of parties and individuals wanted to be voted for getting
in to the Parliament. Macedonian parliament has one home of 120 members people
assembly elected by the people for amending and adopting the legislation and creating
of politics.

l64D zon Sh ej, “M acedonia an d G re e c e ” Makavej Skopje 2002 page 217-219
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The president and the members of the parliament are elected every 4 years. In
1994, at the president elections Gligorov was once again elected for the president
according to the votes from the electorate. President runs politics of the republic and
appoints the prime minister that has to be elected by the People assembly to run with
day-to-day work of the government.
The president is also a chairman of the Security Council and supreme
commander of the military forces.
The prime minister is a candidate from the party or parties that have majority
in the Parliament. Prime minister and ministries do not have to be members of the
Parliament but most of them are.
The Constitution secures the legality on the initiation of referendum. First
prime minister Nikola Kljusev was nominated for presidency in march 1991. Peoples
Assembly nominates judges for national Court and Constitutional Court. Also there
are basic and appeal courts on lower level. The legal system is based on civil law and
includes judicial check of the legislation. Judicial system is divided in three parts:
communal, departmental and supreme court.
Constitutional

court deals

only

with

constitutional

issues.

After the

transformation of Macedonian government in medial of 1992, president Kiro
Gligorov appointed Branko Crvenkovski, the leader of the Social democratic alliance,
the new communistic group, for prime minister and gave him power to form the new
government. Crvenkovski participate in forming of the coalition government, made of
“SD SM ”(Social Democratic Alliance o f Macedonia), iiPDP(Albanian party fo r
democratic prosperity)”, and “Macedonian alliance fo r reforms, Liberal p a rty”. This
coalition was elected to form the government on 7th of September 1992 and had 73
from 120 places in the Parliament. The only bigger party VMRO DPMNE which won
37 places in the Parliament, stayed out of the coalition.
Position of VMRO DPMNE is important because its extremely nationalistic
from all Macedonian parties. Stojan Andov became president of the Parliament.
Macedonia is agriculture country with mining engineering and easy industry.
In the previous years Macedonian economy was in correlation with Serbian and
Montenegro economy. In the first year of the independence the gross domestic
product in the country was 140 USD per person, one third of GDP per person in
Slovenia( in that time) ,which is the richest country in the former Yugoslavian
republics. Total GDP decreased for 14% in 1992. Twenty percent of the workers were
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unemployed in 1991, and the margin of the unemployment was increased to almost
36% during the 1994. Agriculture and industry of carbon let Macedonia to
accommodate her basic needs for food and fuel, but other types of fuels, machinery
and transport supplies, as well as final goods had to be imported.
Macedonia has 2 international airports, in Skopje and in Ohrid. Agriculture
secures twelve percents from the GDP of Macedonia. Basic manufactured products
are: rice, tobacco, wheat, com and millet. Other important products are: grape,
sunflower, cotton, sesame, lemon and vegetable.
Macedonia is one of the seven legal producers of opium for the world
pharmacist industry. Agriculture production is based on labor force with usage of
simple manual tools instead of machines. Minimal salary in March 1993 was 50
dollars or 1500 denars per month. State Department report for Macedonia from 1995
says that average month salary in October 1994 was 6000 denars, or 200 USD, and
minimal salary was 4000 denars or 133 USD.
The life costs, in basic exceed the minimal salary. Trade Union of Macedonia
is an organization that is successor of old communist labor confederation. It is one of
the main negotiating partners with government. Constitution guarantees the right of
strike. Strikes were ordinary in 1993 because of the hard economic conditions.
Government enthusiastically adopted a big number of measures of free
market competition, reformed currency and started with massive privatization under
executives of minister Jane M iljovski.166
There was need of Macedonian customers to do work with private firms more
then with the companies in state property which kept their indifference to the needs of
the costumers. At the end of 1992 more then 85% from the Macedonian industry, but
only 15% from the state capital were in private property. In April 1992 central bank
was introduced and together with national currency denar. Great threat to the
prosperity of Macedonian economy came when international community insisted first
on having the recognition of the state.
Foreign investments and capital could not enter before. Barriers came from
Greece about the use of the name and flag.
Greece was blocking the recognition until the temporary compromise name
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia was accepted by the UN. After this
166D z o n S h e j M acedonia and G ree ce” Makavej Skopje 2002, page 244
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Macedonia was accepted in the International Monetary Fund and get the status of
observer in the conference for security and cooperation in Europe. Greece continued
to block Macedonian membership in different European associations, including OSCE
which could have been of a significant meaning for the stabilization of Macedonian
economy in 1995.
After the intention from United States to make diplomatic relations with
Macedonia at the beginning of the 1994, Greece started with trade embargo.
Because Thessaloniki was the main harbor of Macedonian export and import,
this embargo had deep effects. The effect was increased because of the economic
embargo of the UN on

the strategic economic partner for Macedonia, Serbia.

Macedonian trade from North and South was blocked. With the embargo that was put
on Serbia, it came out that it had more devastating effect for Macedonia.
As part of Yugoslavia, Macedonia was accomplishing around 60% of trade
with Serbia. International community could not restore the lost. The effects were
described as a big economic crisis. Embargos separated Macedonia not only from its
main trade partner but as well from its transport routes and from its only railway
connection with rest of Europe. More then eighty percents of other industrial export
were transported through Greek port in Thessaloniki. Two embargos were very
catastrophical for weak Macedonian economy. This puts Macedonia vulnerable on
pressure from the powerful neighbors.
Biggest problem of Macedonia that is still lasting is that it does not have
alternative transport infrastructure through Bulgaria to the Black Sea or through
Albania to Adriatic harbor in Drac.
There is no railway connection to the East and West and the transport road
traffic to the East to Bulgaria or to the West to Drac Albania is more complicated and
costs more then through Thessaloniki in Greece. Transports of products and materials
that had to circle around the corridor east west resulted with dramatic differences in
economic costs according to Macedonian businessmen. As a result of this, great
number of companies bankrupted, while others had to stop manufacturing.
Government funds were secured for opening of two new terminals on the
border crossing Deve Bair towards Bulgaria and Kafasan towards Albania.

167
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Shippers in Macedonia are aware that the corridor through Bulgaria and
particularly through Albania, can not be compared with the roads towards Europe
through Serbia. Although the distance between the border cross Kafasan and Albanian
harbor in Drac is only 148 km, trucks need 9 hours to pass that area because
infrastructure is in bad condition. As well there is fear of criminal groups on the road
and corrupted police controls. It’s easier to transport products from Birmingham to
Moscow, rather then from Skopje to Drac.
In any case harbor in Drac is not in condition to satisfy Macedonian needs.
Drac cannot get through with more then million tones per year, and the statistic shows
that the manufacturing of iron in Skopje in 1993 was 2,5 million tones. Transport
taxes in the world are 5-12% for manufactured costs and transport of Macedonian
products in Europe though Albania and Bulgaria increased this costs for about 50%.
The row gas that used to pass 240 km from Thessaloniki, now pass with trucks from
Bulgarian harbor over 700 km and more. This has a direct impact on Macedonian
employments. The gas for Macedonian power station previously arrived from Serbia
or Tuzla, Bosnia. Now it is imported from countries out of Europe, with big risk on
the cavity and differences in the increased taxes.
Six weeks after Greek embargo started, Financial Times stated that
Macedonian government estimates monthly damage for about 80 million dollars. This
is equal for 80% of the total export profit of the country and it’s a consequence of lost
trade opportunities and more expensive transport. However Macedonian and Greek
businessmen were still trading. They used Bulgarian companies for transport in order
to avoid blockade.
Macedonian companies export shoes, wool, furniture, machines and row
materials in Greece through Bulgaria.
Embargo had high damaging effect on Macedonian export. As a result of that
many companies can not find a market. Farmers as well could not find foreign buyers
for their products. Anti-Yugoslavian blockade coasted Macedonia 3 billions American
dollars in 1994. Greek embargo coasted Macedonia around 60 million dollars monthly
according to the government assessments, and continued to debilitate already
damaged economy. Because of the combined Greek embargo and sanctions for
Serbia, million liters of vine were destroyed in 1994 as well as lot of lam meat.
Macedonia was facing economic catastrophe. Officially there was thirty percent of
unemployment and the number of poor families increased in 1993 to 50000.
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Special reporter of the UN Commission for human rights, Tadeus Amzovjecki,
stated his consideration of the negative influence of economic situation for the
stability in the country and its effect on the social issues. He said that permanently
damaged economy might destabilize present coexistence of the different ethnic
groups.
He said that Macedonia should get adequate compensation for the lost
connected with the implementation of sanctions towards Yugoslavia, and that Greek
embargo should stop immediately and give Macedonia equal treatment for their
aspirations in the international organizations. He stated that its necessary Macedonia
168
to join to all relevant security mechanisms especially Security council
To survive, Macedonia had to make some trade with Serbia despite the
sanctions. It was the only choice according to the chief of the mission who observed
sanctions, Pjer Ravel. Rojters on 7th of July 1994 said that the mediator of UN,
Torvald Stoltenberg warned Security Council about strengthening trade embargo
against Serbia because of the negative influence on Macedonia.
UN had to tolerate trade between Macedonia and Serbia because of their
incompetence to compensate towards Macedonia. In august 1994, mediator of the EU
for Bosnia, Lord Owen, asked for total blockade of Serbian territory but with some
financial compensation for Macedonia. After that Macedonian government stopped all
traffic with Serbia and Montenegro.
The general secretary of the UN, Butros Butros Gali

informed Security

Council for economic and political situation in Macedonia and problems that is
facing. In his report, Butros Gali said that safety situation in Macedonia is relatively
stabile. He said that Greek embargo, unsolved problems with Greece, blockade of
Macedonia to become a member of different international organization, unrecognizing
Macedonian borders by Yugoslavia are the major threats for stability of the country.
He also mentioned the tension between Macedonians and ethnics Albanians.
Macedonia was positively evaluated on the regular meeting of Committee of
the UN for sanctions held in Vienna in June 1995. Cooperation between Macedonian
custom and mission team of UN for the implementation of sanctions was highly
evaluated.

168 Ernst Gelner, Nations and nationalism, page 11, Kultura, Skopje, 2001
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Economic change in Macedonia continued. Under pressure of IMF and World
Bank, who insist on rapid changes, new government gave priority to economic
stability and structural reforms.
Bank reforms continued slowly in 1994. System was insolvent because banks
were given 1 billion dollars as frozen exchange costs without exchange sources for
payback. This was in context of foreign debts of Macedonian government with more
then 500 million dollars.
There were no detail numbers for the external trade from 1995. Deficit in 1994
was estimated on 100 million USD. After fall of 15% of industrial production in 1993,
in the first half of 1994 there was another fall by 14,6%. Still the government did not
expect another fall in the production and expected that GDP will increase for about 819% in 1994. Budget deficit in 1994 was 4% of national product vis a vis average
from 5, 8%. Government goal was to reduce the deficit under 2% in 1995.
Government made certain success in realization of planned inflation rate
agreed with the IMF. Inflation rate at the end of 1994 fall under 60% from 230% in
previous year and was predicted to fall under 30% in 1995. Macedonian denar
become stabile, around 30 denars for 1 German mark in six months until April 1995.
Potecional foreign investors continued to show interest for Macedonia, mainly
for the tobacco and textile industry in 1994, but unstable political and economic
climate were inhibited factors. Possibility of getting great amount of help in 1995
moved government to increase progress in privatization. Skopje planed to privatize
around 900 state firms through sale, starting from tobacco productions in Macedonia.
Government hoped that successful sale will mean open road to sell to foreign
companies including tourist and hotel companies, textile manufacture, marble and
food production. Respected international magazine “Emerging M arket” wrote about
Republic of Macedonia in superlative, describing the country as a star in the reform
process in East and Central Europe.169
Newspaper underlined the conclusion of executive deputy of World Bank
who wrote that Macedonia needs help in cash or oil, instead blanket and bread. Article
finished with statement of the minister of finance Trpevski, stating that Macedonia
succeed to stabilize currency despite different difficulties.

169 Ernst Gelner, Nations and nationalism, page 11, Kultura, Skopje, 2001
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Concerning the national defense Macedonia has army of approximately 15000
military troops and 700 special military forces. In the first half of 1993 UN send 1000
security troops in Macedonia. Because major intent was to prevent spreading of the
war from Bosnia to Macedonia these troops were located on the border area with
Serbia.
Ministry of internal affairs observes inner securities organizations that include
uniformed police, border police and home and foreign investigation service.
According to law, the minister is under supervision of citizen minister and citizen
government. Regularly parliamentary commission supervises the operation.

10. Conclusion

From all of this written above in the thesis as well as from current political
situation we can see that the struggle of the Macedonian people for proving its own
identity its centuries long. Macedonians are aware of the existence of their own
identity, own language, own church and own nation but they constantly had to prove
this, to prove that they exist. Today situation its completely different. M odem world,
huge number of states has recognized Macedonia under its constitutional name and
Macedonians as separate nation. However the core of Macedonian problem lies in
political relations with neighboring countries. Namely Serbia denies the existence of
the Macedonian Church, Bulgaria denies the existence of Macedonian language and
nation and Greece which today is the source of most Macedonian problems on
international level denies the existence of constitutional name of Macedonia and
Macedonian nation. Furthermore even though Greece is a member of EU, UN and
NATO, it still does not allow return of Aegean Macedonians which were expelled
from Greece in year 1948 and do not return their private properties. Current bilateral
issue between Macedonia and Greece concerning the name it’s the only reason why
Macedonia although fulfill all the necessary conditions for becoming a member is not
yet part of NATO. This same issue concerning the name it’s causing big obstacles to
Macedonian state on its road to become member of European Union. I sincerely hope
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that the current and other age-long disputes between Macedonia and its neighbors
will be in nearest future resolved and that further relations with neighboring countries
will be only concentrate on cooperation. I as well hope that in nearest future
Macedonia will become a member of NATO and EU under its constitutional name.

11. Summary

National Identity of each society is consisted of : National wealth; Intellectual or
Cultural-Spiritual wealth and; Material wealth
Among the reasons why Macedonia did not gain independence are: Not having
recognized Macedonian Orthodox Church; Presence of Bulgarian, Serbian and Greek
propagandas; Not a single big power supported officially Macedonian liberation
movement; Macedonian national name, officially still unrecognized

as state was

hardly noticed in public.; Unrecognized Macedonian literature language
With Bucharest peace agreement in 1913 territory of Macedonia was divided
between, Serbia, Bulgaria and Greece. In 1893 was formed “Interior Macedonian
Revolutionary Organization-VMRO” that played very important role in liberation
struggle of Macedonian nation. Most important Macedonian uprising, “Ilinden
Uprising” started on 2nd of August 1903. For ten days revolutionists liberate small
territory around Krusevo, where they established democratic commune Krusevo
Republic, first republic on the Balkan.
Until the beginning of World War II official position of Yugoslav state was that
Slavic from Macedonia are not constituted as different ethnic and national group, but
that they represent South Serbians. This denial of the Macedonian ethnicity was
present as well in Greece, Bulgaria and Albania. At the end of Second World War,
Bulgarian socialist party(for short time) officially recognized national aspirations of
Macedonians and their special right for separate language and political independence.
Anti-fascistic Committee o f National Liberation o f Macedonia-ASNOM in August
1944 , formed independent state called Republic of Macedonia. Government of Tito
was the first who recognized Macedonians as separate ethnic and political entity.
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Yugoslavia was the first country in which framework

Macedonians were separate

entity with own state. Official Greek attitude is that Macedonian language does not
exist and that has never existed in the past. Greeks believe that Macedonian language
was created in 1944 in the same time when Tito created Macedonian nation. Greek
government constantly denies the existence of Macedonian nation and Macedonian
minority in North Greece. Bulgarian official attitude is that Macedonian language is
just dialect of the Bulgarian language. Very important Macedonian writer and linguist
was Krste Petkov Misirkov. From his arguments about the standard Macedonian
language Misirkov underlines three main points. Georgi Pulevski in Belgrade
published dictionary on three languages and was the first published document that
shows clear Macedonian linguistic and political separatism. Today Macedonian
language is accepted by the linguistics in whole world except in Bulgaria and Greece.
It is recognized as distinctive language by different authorities such as Encyclopedia
Britannica and Cambridge language encyclopedia. Macedonians posses element that
has precious value for their future and existence as nation from history till today.
Separate Orthodox Church. Macedonian Orthodox Church with explicit marking of its
jurisdictions especially on the state territory of Republic of Macedonia, clearly
distanced from any kind of expansionistic tendencies that could come up from the
historical views on the borders of (geographically much wider ) Ohrid Archbishopric.
As center of the art, literature, science, Ohrid Archbishopric played significant role in
defining and defending the Macedonian Slavic culture in the period between 995 and
1767. Macedonian Orthodox Church kept its independence for almost 750 years, until
1767 .In 1958 the Serbian Church declared the independence of the Macedonian
Church. Nowadays starting from the Macedonian political independence, Serbian
Church is making efforts to return control over the Macedonian Church. Serbian
politics and Church is oriented towards unrecognizing of

the autocephaly of

Macedonian Church. Today exists global cultural “war” between Greeks and
Macedonians, about which group has the right to use name Macedonian. Greek and
Macedonian

Diaspora

present

the

transnational

spreading

of

the

Balkans

misunderstandings. Disputes as well occur over the national flag that Macedonia
choose in 1991. Today Macedonia has surface of 25,713 square kilometers. The
capital of Macedonia is Skopje. Dominant religious are Orthodox and Muslim.
Biggest current problem of Macedonia is the issue about the name with Greece which
is the only reason why Macedonia is not member of NATO. In same time this issue
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concerning the name is causing obstacles to Macedonia on to road of becoming
member of the European Union.
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